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(Editor’s note: In this issue we are run- please don^t&st skim this edition of THE nately damage is done either way and 
ning two special documents that, each in PHOENIX LIBERATOR. Much that we take credibility is lost and, likewise, otherwise 
their own way, challenge us to bring this for granted in this country is rapidly eroding good workers are discredited in the pack- 
once great country back under our God- away and will endindisasterifignorance of age deal. “Hope” always, students-but 
gwen Constitution. On Page 2 starts the The Truth is allowed to take any stronger “MAKE” the reality. Truth will always be 
powerful andinsightfilPOW/MLA testimony a hold on the majority ofourcitizenry. Please reasonable in its validity and possibilities. 
of Col. James “Bo” Gritz that is conveniently do yourpart, as a concerned citizen, to get This does not mean that God will not allow 
umiksir@ from Senator John Kerry’s offi- informed and spread THE TR UTH!j and present incredible presentments for 
cial Select Committee On POW/MIA Affairs your need-but He will never present 
final bound Report. We think you’ll be able l/ 17/93 #l HATONN them in such manner as to destroy rather 
toBgure out WHY this most decorated Viet- than build toward your ability to utilize 
nam War veteran’s testimony had to be CALL IT WHAT IT IS! them properly. Much damage and set- 
umissi@ after reading his courageous PATRIOT TESTING TIME back has been accomplished through overt 
and detailed outlay of The Truth. prattling. That, too, by intent or ignorance, 

Then, on Page 19, is the reprinting of a Some of your “Patriot Groups” (and no, is not the point. I pray that you did not 
special issueof distinguished, retired Police we are not a group at all--affiliated with respond to the desire for names and ad- 
Officer Jack Mcbamb’s Aid & Abet Newslet- no-one save GOD!) could not have served dresses-for you will have ended up on the 
ter coveting Constitutional issues for Law you worse had they simply claimed to be listings of the very ones who have set you 
Enforcement professionals. The “simple” TRAITORS in the first place-this includes up-this goes doubly so for the Perot group! 
matter of examining our motor vehicle rights MOST of your evangelical rapture-rousers Do you have to make a stand? Yes-but 
and privileges gets instantly right back to AND self-proclaimed “saviors” who have you do not need serve up your own head on 
our Constitution and some thorny matters of spoken out of proper sequence by accident a silver platter as was required of John the 
conscience for those sworn to uphold that or deliberateness. It is MOSTLY IN IGNO- Baptist. 
special document. RANCE that ones fall prey to the enemy’s Let us just assume that “nothing” to 

As Commander Hatonn implores below, tricks and not through malice. Unfortu- help you shall come from any magnifi- - 
. 

Shuttle Storms 
& Quakes, 
Pages lo,27 

Middle East 
Boiling Over, 

c Page 30 # 

cently magical source. In that event you 
won’t sit waiting for some golden spoon to 
come down and feed you-you will get busy 
and do something for selves. 

In that vein, today, I am going to simply 
write a brief statement about this edition of 
the paper and it can all go from that point 
on its own. My scribe is still facing a 
contempt of Federal court order and the 
opposition is pushing for punitive dam- 
ages for something she had absolutely 

Please see CONSTITUTION, page 24 
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Our Sordid Government At Work: 
Statement Of POW Involvement 

Bv Col. James ccBo99 Gritz 
J 

JAMES GRIT2 POW INVOLVEMENT 

THIS STATEMENT WAS PREPARED BY 
BO GRIT2 FOR PRESENTATION ON 23 
NOVEMBER 1992 BEF0RETHEU.S. SEN- 
ATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/MIA 
AFFAIRS DEPOSITION STAFF AND IS TO 
BE OFFERED INTO THE OFFICIAL 
RECORD. THE TEXT OF THIS DOCU- 
MENT IS THE TRUTH, SO HELP ME GOD, 
AS I KNOW ITT0 BE: ATTESTED TO BY MY 
SIGNATURE ON THE 22nd PAGE THIS 
23rd DAY OF NOVEMBER 1992 IN THE 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, VA. [Seep.31 for 
Senate Deposition Notice.] 

OVERVIEW 

I have outlined my involvement in POW/ 
MIA matters in the 22 pages that follow 
using operation (OPN) titles to separate 
events and times. It is my studied opinion 
over the past 12 years that responsible 
officials within the Executive Branch of the 
U.S. Government (USC) knowingly aban- 
doned U.S. Prisoners of War (POW) held by 
Communistpowers as a result of World War 
4 World Warn, Korea, and Southeast Asia. 
I believe that presidents up through and 
including George Bush have known that 
Americans were left alive and, in violation of 
law, these high officials and certain of their 
appointed subordinates have continued and 
perpetrated a cover up of this reality. I 
believe certain members of the U.S. Con- 
gress have aided in the oppression and 
diversion of critical information that could 
have revealed a fullness of truth long ago. I 
am convinced there exists a mindset in most 
USG offices that everything possible must 
be done to discredit the living POW move- 
ment and those that support it. 

It may not be economically or politically 
expedient for the USG to deal with the POW 
issue in real terms, but Iam certain it is right. 
It may provide excellentphoto opportunities, 
but it is my view thatfor U.S. officials to look 
interested posing with Communist of$u*als 
before stacks of old uniforms and equip- 
ment is an insult to the heros who once were 
apart of it. The fact is that the Communists 
in Laos. for whatever and all the reasons. 

did not return our PG Ws! The fact is that the Giang as one example. Giang was in a 
Vietnamese held Americans after 19 73. The refugee camp, having escaped from Viet- 
fact is that Americans were sent to Russia nam. He said he was with 49 American 
that have not been returned. “Accounting” POWs only months before. Two of the 
is a term used in reference to things, like POWs had died. Giang buried them. The 
boots, helmets, pistols, et al. Our POW/ others were still alive at the time of his 
MIAs should be returned! STOP THE escape. The Americans were being held at 
BUSHLIPAND GET TO THE HEART OF THE Tan Lop, a camp near the Red River, north 
MATTER - HERE AND THERE! of Hanoi. 

OPN LIBERATOR 

I was asked in October 1978 by the 
Deputy Director, Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA), Lt. Gen. Harold R. Aaron, to 
go in search ofU.S. prisonersofwarthought 
to still be held against their will by Commu- 
nists in Southeast Asia. At the time, I was 
assigned to the U.S. Army Element, Office 
of the Secretary of Defense, as a Chief of 
Congressional Relations (DSAA). I retired 
from active duty in February 1979 for the 
specific purpose of resolving this political 
dispute. 

General Eugene Tighe, Director, DIA, 
requested H. Ross Perot sponsor a private 
effort to determine whether or not any U.S. 
POWs were left alive. Perot called me to his 
EDS, Dallas office in April 1979. He in- 
structed me accordingly: “I want you to go 
over there and see everyone you have to 
see, do all the things you need to do. You 
come back and tell me there aren’t any 
American prisoners left alive. I don’t be- 
lieve it and I’m not interested in bones.,, 
Col. Arthur D. “Bull” Simons was there. In 
contrast to Perot, he told me: “I’m going to 
plan the operation and you’re going to 
execute it.,, I left for Asia immediately. 
Bull Simons died while I was away. 

I went overseas hoping to prove that all 
our POWs were home. I came back con- 
vinced that they were still alive. Every- 
where I went in Asia, people I knew who 
were actively engaged in intelligence op- 
erations were certain we had failed to bring 
them out. Col. Frank Collins was one of the 
most convincing. He was the senior De- 
fense Attache. Frank said that he consoli- 
dated reports from the entire East Asia 
region. He was positive American POWs 
had been abandoned. He offered Nauven 

I reported the results to Perot and rec- 
ommended that we make Giang available 
for interrogation by electronic and chemi- 
cal means for verification of his claim. 
Perot telephoned Gen. Tighe and requested 
that Tighe bring Giang to the USA. Tighe 
wrote a memo to Secretary of Defense 
Harold Brown making the request. Brown 
forwarded the recommendation to Secre- 
tary of State Cyrus Vance. A month later, 
Vance wrote a note to Brown turning down 
the appeal. These documents have since 
been denied by the Executive Branch, but 
they were written and I have copies. I 
returned to SEA for more convincing evi- 
dence. Patrols were launched into Laos to 
suspected POW holding areas using forces 
loyal to Gen. Vang Pao (CIA mercenary 
chief Military Region II - Laos during the 
war). One of the units returned with a 
positive sighting of 30 U.S. POWs at 
Nhommarath, Laos. Satellite photography 
confirmed “30 non-Asians by measurable 
shadow” and a figure 52 made in the 
ground to be visible by air. The Nhommarath 
report became Top Secret - Special Intelli- 
gence! Admiral Jerry 0. Tuttle told me that 
he briefed President-elect Reagan on the 
finding in the West wing of the White House 
in January 198 1. The information was so 
sensitive I was told by Tuttle “never to even 
say the word Nhommarath? 

OPN VELVET HAMMER 

I formed a pilot team in Florida to begin 
initial planning for a possible private sec- 
tor rescue effort. I had maintained liaison 
with Ann Mills Griffith who was director of 
the League of Families since my first trip to 
Southeast Asia when it appeared POWs 
were still there. Ann made two trips to our 
base. I had been told bv Admiral Tuttle in 
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his Pentagon office to stand down. He sources. Tuttle said he was recommending graph American POWs in December 198 1. 
stated, “President Reagan is excited and to Lt. Gen. Philip Gast, JCS Operations Instead, Jerry Kingput themission on hold 
intends to make the rescue using Delta chief, that I be brought back on active duty and called me to D.C. Admiral Alan Paulson 
Force.” I questioned the acceptable risk of for the operation. had replaced Jerry Tuttle. A bureaucratic 
the new president invading Laos in the I sent what remained of Velvet Hammer tug-o-war developed. King told me that 
wake of the Iran raid and criticism of personnel home. Admiral Tuttle called me Paulson was trying to pull in ISA’s POW 
Russia in Afghanistan. I used the planes at my Los Angeles home on May 20th and authority. Paulson was complaining that I 
being turned around during the Bay of Pigs said that the next day’s Washington Post had “too much visibility” to be a principal 
as an example. Tuttle assured me, “The would carry a front page story stating that field agent. King said that Paulson sug- 
planes will not be turned around in this CIA mercenaries were sent into Laos look- gested that I function within in the agency 
case!” Still I was concerned that politics ing for POWs, but found none. The planes as a staffassistant. House Foreign Affairs, 
would get between us and our POWs. had been turned around! POW subcommittee Chairman Robert 

Ann brought George Brooks with her to Dornan had called a hearing to question 
the Overstreet Ranch where we had as- OPN GRAND EAGLE both Paulson and CIA deputy, Admiral 
sembled those asked to be part of Velvet Bobby Ray Inman about inner-agency prob- 
Hammer. Brooks offered to write a check Next, I was contacted by Jerry King, lems in POW field operations. I was asked 
for $20,000 to help keep the effort together. officer in charge of the Intelligence Support to meet with Admiral Inman. There was 
Gordon Wilson, my executive officer, Activity. Even the initials ‘ISA” were clas- conflict over who had final POW opera- 
handled all funding. I didn’t feel right sified because Congress knew nothing of tional control. King said that DIA was only 
about accepting money from a “Family” the organization which was headquartered a coordinating agency - not an approving 
member, but George was insistent. As I in Arlington Hall under the code letters authority. Inman said he would contact 
recall he arranged through Gordon to make “TCA”. King wanted to continue Velvet me before Christmas with a decision. King 
the check payable to the Special Forces Hammer under the new designation, Grand called on 4 January to say that “Grand 
Association. The time soon cczme at the Eagle. I was toestablish anetworkthrough- Eagle was to be out on the shelf as if it never 
termination OPIVGRAIVDEAGLE when Ann, out Asia to gather information. Part of the existed. Too manv bureaucrats in Wash- 
with George aZways’~aithfiZ, wouId become operation was to focus on photographing ington didn’t want to see live Americans 
adverse to those who support the “living POWs in captivity using ground units. I returned!” King said he was empowered to 
POW moueme&‘. This was because things met with Gen. Vang Pao in LA and ar- have me returned to active military status 
didn’tgoAnn’sway. They huvebeenacutely ranged to use Col. Soubane’s troops. A as his deputy. 
critical of my operations and George has four man training team was assembled in Ann Griffith called. She said Admiral 
even said that I asked him for $250,000 to October to prepare the ground recon units Paulson wanted to continue Grand Eagle 
bting his son home. That is a total lie and for launch in December. Former Special under his auspices and that he would soon 
absolute fabrication. George knew per- Forces Master Sergeant J.D. Bath was the be contacting me. Ann was very excited. 
fectZy well from information given to him by training team leader. Scott Barnes was an Jerry King telephoned warning me about 
Ann that Velvet Hummer was oriented only unfortunate add on! Paulson. King stated that Paulson only 
towards hhommurath and we had no idea Barnes identified himself as a close intended to completely dismantle the net 
who might be there. Cal. Earl Hopper, personal friend of Gen. Vang Pao. Barnes so that no future operations would be 
former directorofthe League, can vetify the said he had worked in the Army Security possible. King indicated further covert 
truth Both HopperandIquestionedBrooks Agency during the Vietnam war and had support. Paulson was angry when I turned 
at the Crystal City StoufferHotel concerning met Vang Pao at a special forces camp. down his proposal. He contacted J.D. Bath 
the money Brooks had donated. Brooks Barnes was present, but aside during the and told him I had gone crazy and wouldn’t 
clearly said he had noproblemwi1hGordon’s Vang Pao meeting. I had no reason to cooperate with ongoing efforts. He con- 
accountability. Lstate for the record that I doubt Barnes. He had no operational vinced J.D. to meet with DIA rep Pat Hirt 
have never souqti funds from anu POW talent, but said that Vang Pao wanted him and divulgewhat he knew ofouroperation. 
familu nor led them to believe in tznu way to go along to monitor our relations with Ann Mills was furious. I didn’t feel it 
that we were cloina on a mission to rescue Soubane. The general’s letter to Soubane appropriate to share with her all that had 
their specific missing loved one. instructed him to provide men for opera- happened between Paulson, King, Inman 

We held the team together for as long as tional cost only, but Soubane was prone and myself. From that moment forward, 
possible and then sent all except the most toward profit taking. It made sense that Ann became critical of all I did. Let there be 
critical personnel home. Gordon told me Vang Pao might want someone he trusted no doubt -Ann Mills has full access to DIA 
that Brooks even helped with the transpor- to oversee the operation. ISA said “NO”. POW data. 
tation. I went to Ft. Bragg and learned that Their records check found him to be a flake 
Delta was indeed gearing up for the rescue. who was dropped from military service as OPN LAZARUS 
Still I was concerned the Reagan staff “unsuitable”. I protested since Barnes 
would not be willing to take the risk of would have no operational responsibili- Using the assets and resources already 
sending an official military force into Laos. ties. They relented - I’m sorry to say. in place, I prepared to launch Operation 
The Thais wouldn’t actively support such Bill Macris (MI specialist) punched Lazarus. Fred O’Green, CEO Litton Indus- 
an overt launch so the heliborne force Barnes in the nose one week into the field tries, was supporting the mission with 
would have to infiltrate using a high risk mission. Barnes was returned immedi- night vision and nuclear fire control com- 
corridor across Vietnam. I wrote a Top ately to the States. He did not go into Laos. munications devices. He informed me that 
Secret memo to President Reagan outlin- He did not photograph POWs. None of continuation of the mission was meeting 
inn a private sector alternative. The mes- these claims came up until long after the resistance in the Pentagon. I acknowl- 
sage was delivered to National Securitv mission was over. What Barnes did tell edged problems with Paulson. O’Green 
Advisor Richard Allen on 30 March 198 1 1 Rob Ostrow of th& L.A. flmeswas that I had confirmed that Paulson was the choke 
the dav President Reagan was shot! I was sent him with Ed Wilson to Thailand to point. I asked, “Is the mission on or off?” 
told that Haig was outraged that such an train for an assassination of President O’Green said he would confirm things on 
option existed. I was warned by Tuttle to Reagan! his end and let me know. The next day I 
watch out for a witch hunt and protect my I was slated to go into Laos to photo- received word that we had a green light. 

I, .*. 
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We spent from August 1982 until No- view, but Capps explained that we would formation was immediately leaked and the 
vember overseas setting up the operation have nothing to say. 
within Thailand. I had 10 potential targets 

Capps would later Washington Post ran an article, “Reagan 
testify that he had communication with the 

from ISA/CIA to check for POW presence. 
told to reign-in rouge intelligence opera- 

CIA and, while I had not revealed to him my tion.” In accordance with intelligence tra- 
It was important to define which of three contacts, he had determined they ame &ion, ISA went further underground to 
Lao resistance groups had the highest from a “unit that didn’t exist” at Arlington resurface with a new face. 
potential for mission success. We worked Hall from a non-existent Jerry King. Later 
with Phoumi Nosavan, Vang Pao and Kong I saw Cappsin the Los Angeles USG Wilshire OPN BROKENWING 
Le organizations. Gordon Wilson briefed building with a man he said was taking 
President Reagan on the operation in the their files on our operation to Washington. Gary Goldman and I then went to Paris 
Santa Barbara White House. Gordon coor- Capps said the IG was making an inspec- to meet with General Kong Le who had just 
dinated through the U.S. Embassy in tion and wasn’t to have access to the made his way out of exile in Red China. 
Bangkok. information. The sensitive devices were all Kong Le agreed to help resurrect Operation 

We made two precursory patrols into received and restored to proper channels. Lazyus. One of his former offkers had a 
Laos in November and December 1982. A During the mission, Walter Jones, a son that reportedly was in charge of three 
decision was made to conduct our main team member, was given a package con- U.S. POWs at acamp nearxieng Khouang, 
operation using Kong Le’s people. A guer- taming bone fragments by a Lao. The Laos. I contacted the father along the Thai 
rilla organization was trained in the use of source said they were from acrash site. He border northeast of Vientiane. A commu- 
HF radios, codes, cameras, and special presented photographs showing himself in nication net was developed to allow indi- 
reconnaissance techniques. The corn- company with others digging around obvi- rect contact with son. Positive relations 
mander, General Kham Bou Phimasen, ous aircraft debris. The pictures were of were established to the point where, to 
agreed to survey the target sites and corn- personal USAF equipment and human re- demonstrate access to phvsical U.S. POW 
municate any positive findings. Gary mains. There was enough evidence to intelligence, the source acauired Lance 
Goldman and I had spent more than a convince me that the package should go to Peter S&n’s U.S. Air Force Academv ring 
month in Laos. D.I.A. for examination bv the ID lab in for a reward of $1000 and a photo-signa- 

Scott Weekly had been operating a ra- Hawaii. A short time later the Pentagon ture of Major Walter H. Moon who was 
dio relay station through Esso at Khon made a press release that I had brought missing in action, The ring was genuine 
Khan, Thailand. A CIA liaison informed back “chicken bones” claiming them to be containing the proper Balfour markings, 
him that we would not be allowed to reenter U.S. MIA remains. I have nine graduate class date ‘65, wear marks, and inside 
Laos even if POWs were found. He said level semester hours from the University of scripted name of “Lance Peter Sijan.” The 
higher authorities had feared our capture Kansas in Anthropology and undergrad photo showed a full-face close-up of a 
and compromise. That prediction turned work in bioscience and toxicology. I am bearded caucasian in prison garb with a 
out to be true. certainly not qualified to make serious bandaged head. The picture had been 

On 10 January 1983, we received con- judgement calls on identification, but I can taken by someone considerably shorter 
fkmation that one of the targets contained distinguish between bird and human bones. than the subject. A scrap of aged paper 
live U.S. POWs, I was told by O’Green that DOD’s demeaning treatment of our nood- had written in pen the following, inscrip- 
operational funds had been cut off and no faith effort was to become standard fare tion in three lines: “1. Name WALTER 
return was authorized. When I proposed to from a bureaucracy determined to keep its HUGH MOON 2. Date of birth 3 1 MARCH 
sell one of the “boxes” we were cleared to skeletons hidden! For some reason it was 1923 3. Place of birth Rudy, Arkansas, 
return. Scott Weekly, Gary Goldman and “kill the messenger” instead of “seek the USA.” Under that, in an Asian cursive 
Ire-entered Laos30 January 1983 with the truth.” hand, was: “Name and Sign&we of pris- 
purpose of rescuing U.S. POWs. We spent The “Nhommarath 30” has been put off oner. m Beneath was aclear and bold u Walter 
the next 30 days toward that end. We like everything else that the USG would H. MOOIL~ 
received messages from the CIA to return rather not deal with, as “old information I immediately sent the ring back by 
immediately. One message said that if we that has been thoroughly investigated and courier with instructions for John 
did not “stop and return - all support is been found without substance.” I don’t Mangham to personally contact the Sijans 
offl” Our mission was compromised within believe Nhommarath has ever been prop- and arrange for it to be returned with honor 
the United States and international atten- erly looked into. Admiral Jerry 0. Tuttle to the father and mother in Wisconsin. 
tion made it extremely difficult to return told me he personally briefed the presi- Peter Sijan had received the Medal of Honor 
safely to Thailand. I was charged by the dent! It was A-l Top Secret Special for his valiant acts as a POW. One of the 
Thai authorities with operating a high pow- Intelligence! He was a key DIA-POW USAF Academy dorms is named after him. 
ered radio and fined. A State Department official. To my knowledge, Tuttle has I knew the family would treasure the ring. 
rep named Mulkey came to us saying he never been called to testify before the When Mangharn called, Mr. Sijan con- 
was there to help, but wasn’t cleared for Kerry, or Murkowski, of Solarz, or any tacted DOD for guidance. I later learned 
any POW conversation. The team returned other so-called POW-concerned Congres- that Assistant Secretarv of Defense Rich- 
to the U.S. in March 1983. ISA personnel sional hearing. Subpoena and question ard Armitage advised them not to accent 
reported they were instructed that it was Tuttle - under oath - in detail about the ring since it was a fake! 
life and death that they find us and main- Nhommarath. Upon returning from overseas, I was 
tain a fix on our location. I believe Jerry I was asked to testify before a Solarz puzzled at the refusal and angry that a high 
King may have been right! sub-committee hearing upon our return to government official like Armitage would be 

Upon return to LAX, we were met at the the U.S. in March 1983. When questioned so quick to powerfully discredit something 
plane by FBI agent Fred “Rusty” Capps. whether or not I had any official sponsor- without so much as an examination or 
Who was there to give us swift and direct ship in my POW pursuit, I responded in the inquiry. Armitage’s knee-jerk reaction was 
transportation home. He was concerned affirmative, but would not identify the standard Pentagon response to any private 
about sensitive equipment, until assured agency in open session. That afternoon sector offering. I telephoned the Sijans. 
that everything would arrive in the U.S. Admiral Paulson disclosed the existence of They expressed doubt as to the ring’s au- 
secure and separate. Persons from the ISA during executive session. True to thenticity. An Air Force colonel and mili- 
Munitions Control Board wanted an inter- confidential Capitol Hill tradition, the in- tary lawyer from Nellis AFB came to view 
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the article and wanted to know if I would 
give it to them so they could send it to 
Armitage. I refused and personally went to 
Milwaukee to offer the ring to Mr. and Mrs. 
Sijan. Thev instantlv recognized it as nenu- 

I dutifully turned over the photo, nega- 

ine and having belonged to their son who 

tive and “signature of prisoner” to chair- 
man Solarz of the House POW sub-com- 

died in captivitv. They showed me a dupli- 

mittee. He gave it to DIA who denounced it 
(they said Moon had been executed shortly 

cate that Balfour had made for them. 

after capture) even though the wife, Mrs. 
Ruth Moon verified both the picture and 
handwriting as clearly being those of her 
husband. Actual samples of Maj. Moon’s 
signature and file photos matched those 
given to me in Laos by the Kong Le contact. 
Armitage testified before Congress that I 
was unscrupulously withholding personal 
articles from POW families and that I was 
turning over manufactured intelligence. 
The fate of Maj. Moon still remains 
unresolved largely due to a constipated 
Executive Branch not willing to view its 
own mess for fear someone may be found 
responsible! Why wasn’t the Moon docu- 
ment ever presented to the Lao authori- 
ties for explanation and possible resolu- 
tion? 

You can possibly begin to see why it 
becomes non-habit forming to furnish Con- 
gress such findings. They end up on the 
DIA scrap heap while you are defamed and 
lied about in undated and unsigned Na- 
tional Security Council memos that are 
released to the media, sent as responses to 
public inquiry, and publicized by Ann Mills 
in her League reports. 

One of the three POWs was described as 
having the use of only one leg. An effort 
was coordinated to have the three Ameri- 
cans delivered by the son on the Thai side 
of the Mekong River near Si Chiang Mai 
west of Vientiane, Laos during the Christ- 
mas-New Year period 1984-85. A Lao 
police colonel was to drive brokenwing in 
his truck from the camp to meet with the 
others near the river. The son and six 
defecting Pathet Lao guards were to escort 
the other two Americans on foot to the 
rendezvous. 

Agents reported their safe arrival - 
except for brokenwing and the son. They 
said the police colonel had lost his nerve 
and returned brokenwing to the cmp after 
the others had departed. It was also re- 
ported that the son had been killed in an 
altercation during the cross-countrv move! 
At the appointed time and place a recon- 
naissance/boat team was sent across the 
river to pick up those who had arrived. 
Contact was made and the party started 
back in two dug-out boats. Mid-stream 
the lead boat was taken under fire by a 
patrol boat hidden alongside an island. 
The boat then ran down what was left. 

The second pkogue was seen to turn 
backand successfully make land. Agents 
reported the two Americans safe. Two 
dead and two wounded members of our 

The final effort came when our recon- 

team were recovered by the Thais and 

naissance team reported contact with the 
POWs and their guards by radio near mid- 

treated. We tried throughout the week 

night at a prearranged crossing site. As we 
prepared to launch a rubber boat for the 

to arrange another pick-up without suc- 

pick-up, I noticed, through night vision 
goggles, a strange “glitter” along the far 

cess. 

bank adjacent to and about 100 meters 
from the pick-up point. One of the recon 
team was directed to move along the shore 
in that direction. I monitored his progress 
through the PVS-5 goggles. As he ap- 
proached, the suspect area erupted in 
gunfire. Rounds were fired not only at 
the recon, but across the river into 
Thailand! Thai military liaison said that I 
was to report to the Province chief the next 
day. The Thai-English newspapers printed 
a story saying U.S. Embassy officials were 
offin’ally inquiring as to Bo Gritz presence 
along the border. I was informed the mis- 
sion was over. 

tification was verified, I would receive the 
POW who was reported to be Richard A. 
Walsh. Walsh was shot down flying an A- 
LI Skyraider on 15 February 1969. I 
questioned the wisdom of a general officer 
driving a U.S. POW along Route 23 and 9 
through roadblocks we had determined 
were occupied by Vietnamese. I was told 
the general had authority and passes to 
allow such a trip and that I should only be 
concerned with safely negotiating the bor- 
der to arrive at a point just north of 
Savannakhet. Once Walsh was safe, I was 
to arrange acceptance of family belonging 
to the general and several of his key offic- 
ers. Four more Americans were to accom- 
pany them across the border into Thai- 
land. 

Christmas-New Year 1985-86 was the 
target date. Liason reported both the gen- 
eral and his passenger had been inter- 
cepted and were being detained bv the 
Vietnamese. The only evidence that gave 
this report credibility was a joint public 
release by the Lao and Vietnarnese in the 
press on or about mid-January stating 
they had “apprehended and were holding 
a U.S. citizen”. 

Aside from OPN BROKENWING, Spe- 
cial Forces Major Mark Smith had been 
assigned from his duty as SFOD-KOREA 
commander to monitor my POW operation 
in Thailand. Mark knew that U.S. POWs 
were scheduled to be brought across the 
Mekong, but he was not informed of the 
intercept and subsequent abort. Major 
Smith was left to believe that Americans 
had been abandoned with no one to receive 
them. I was to meet Major Smith face-to- 
face in 1986. 

OPN SOUTHSIDE 

As part of the coordination, I had fur- 
nished the liaison with a U.S. Passport to 
be used as ID by Walsh as required once we 
crossed into Thailand and before he was 
returned to U.S. control. The Thais sup- 
ported our efforts throughout, but if caught 
without proper credential, a foreigner would 
immediately be arrested. It was possible to 
lose a POW in the Thai bureaucracy unless 
surface effort was made to satisfy all their 
requirements. It was feasible that Walsh or 
another American was carrying that pass- 
port when stopped by the Communists. 
Not knowing the true identity and poor 
communications could have misled them 
into thinking they had someone else. 

The following dry season (September 
thru March). I was still working on trying 
to verify the facts concerning BROKENWING 
and three MIA POWs. I was introduced to 
a source who said he represented a Pathet 
Lao general officer willing to turn over five 
U.S. POWs in exchange for safe passage to 
the U.S. for his family and support in 
fighting Soviet-sponsored Vietnamese oc- 
cupying his south-central region from 
Saravane to Sepone (Tchepone). Huge 
caches of munitions had been removed 
from Vietnam during the 1973-75 period 
by Erich von Marbod and Richard Armitage. 
These were located in Thailand and the 
Philippines to continue resisting Commu- 
nist forces. I figured that some of this 
would be made available if Americans were 
returned from captivity. 

A second comment added to that theory. 
Not long after returning, I was in the U.S. 
State Department. A friend, Colonel Nestor 
Pino, noticed me and made the comment, 
“Good to see you alive. We thought maybe 
you had been captured - your passport 
turned up in a strange place.” The ques- 
tion remains: Why didn’t U.S. officials 
follow up on the Communist report of an 
American in custody? 

The source said the general would per- _- 

Tom Harvey had worked as a military 
assistant to Senator Warner, but was cur- 
rently assigned to the National Security 
Council. Harvey was following the 
Murkowski POW hearings. He was espe- 
cially interested in what Mark Smith had to 
say about POW video tapes. A person 
having the tape was to make it available 
through Mark, but was to remain anony- 
mous. Somehow his identity was revealed 
through government leaks and the person 

sonally escort the senior U.S. prisoner, as had gone underground-with the tape. All 
a show of good faith, to a point near the that was left was Smith’s testimony. 
border where we would meet. Once iden- Harvey had been in touch with 
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DeConcini from Arizona. Senator Dennis 
DeConcini asked that I personally ques- 
tion Mark Smith to determine whether or 
not his report of a video showing U.S. 
POWs was genuine. I talked to Mark and 
brought him to speak directly with Senator 
Deconcini. Mark was to be recalled and 
further questioned along the lines devel- 
oped in his conversation with DeConcini. 
Additionally, at the Senator’s interest and 
insistence, I gave to Mary, the Senator’s 
Chief of Staff, in the presence of Tom 
Harvey, several POW cases in original docu- 
ment form that I t,hought, if properly inves- 
tigated, would conclude that our brothers 
were certainly still in captivity. Mary as- 
sured me that they would be safe and 
presented before the committee. They were 
locked in the safe and I was to receive the 
originals backafter the hearings concluded. 
Murkowski canceled the hearings. Mary 
sadly could never locate the %ecured files,” 
Mark Smith was labeled a charlatan, and 
Medal of Honor recipient Howard a drunk. 
I was glad the committee did not call me to 
testify. 

Later, in the third-quarter of 1986, I 
included Mark as part of an Afghan train- 
ing team. I wanted to have adequate time 
to determine if his story about seeing the 
POW video tape in Lebanon was fact or 
fiction. After spending days with him in 
after-hour conversation concerning every 
detail of his experience with the video, I’m 
convinced he saw exactly as he testified. I 
was to involve Mark in a 1987 exercise code 
named RED BULL. 

OPN EMERALD CITY 

Harvey called me the last of October 
1986 from the White House (NSC). Vice 
president Bush had received informa- 
tion that a ljdost infamous drug lord in 
Burma had IJ,S. POWs! The DIA, CIA, and 
DEA had no means to verify the report, but 
it came from very high placed and reliable 
sources. Harvey wanted to know if it was 
possible for us to cc firm the information. 
He said that Prc . <dent Reagan was pre- 
pared to do whatever was required to get 
the men back if General Khun Sa had 
and would release them! Scott Weekly 
and I flew to DC and met Harvey outside 
the White House. He gave us letterhead 
and language that identified us to Khun Sa 
as having only a humanitarian interest in 
POWs. We, left in November for Burma. 

I had previously established several eth- 
nic agent networks. I had never activated 
a Malaysian-Chinese group. Since Khun 
Sa spoke Mandarin, I felt our best bet was 
through the Chinese mafia. It worked and 
within a short time Scott and I were inside 
Khun Sa’s headquarters. We established 
good rapport and determined that the re- 
ports of him having American POWs were 
false. I used both video and a CIA=~~vidpd 

portable polvgranh to produce proof that 
Khun Sa had no knowledge of U.S. POWs. 
The VP report said that Khun Sa had five 
POWs and sightings on 70 more. It said 
that Khun Sa had lost four POWs drowned 
along with some of his own men trying to 
cross a rain-swollen Mekong River to safety. 

Khun Sa said while he had no informa- 
tion on POWs, he would send agents to 
scrub Laos along a north-south line run- 
ning from Vientiane - west to the Burma 
border. He promised to either secure any 
Americans found or give me 2,500 of his 
best troops to recover them. I was told to 
return in March for the results. I asked 
Khun Sa about trafficking in Heroin. He 
told me to take an offer back to President 
Reagan. Khun Sa was willing to eliminate 
all the Golden Triangle opiates and dis- 
close the U.S. government officials who 
were his best customers for more than 20 
years! In return Khun Sa wanted a trade 
agreement which would allow free world 
exploitation of the Shan State natural re- 
sources. VP Bush was leading the war on 
drugs and it sounded like an offer we 
couldn’t refuse. 

I turned over threevideo tapes to Harvev 
just before Christmas 1986. Two tapes 
showed polvgraph interviews of source in- 
formation to the vice president wherein 
deception was obvious. The third tape 
included Khun Sa’s drug eradication offer 
and verification that the things attributed 
to him that were reported to VP Bush were 
false. 

Harvey telephoned with congratulations 
on successfully resolving the POW report, 
Khun Sa’s sweep of western Laos and offer 
to help in any rescue operation. When I 
inquired about the drug offer, Harvey said 
there was no interest. Such a negative 
response was surprising, but staff assis- 
tants in DC tend to develop tunnel-vision 
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the union members quickly and merci- 
lessly broke up demonstrations. 

A short time later, Som Suk burst in to 
say that he had spoken with Kavsone in 
social conversation about the possibilitv of 
buving out U.S. POWs. He said that the 
Prime Minister asked, “How much do you 
think we could net?’ When Som Suk 
replied, “10 million Baht for each,” 
Kavsone’s replv was, “Good, that’s 8 mil- 
lion for me and 2 million for vou.” Som Suk 
was excited to know if he had acted cor- 
rectly in making the offer of 10 million Baht 
-he was quick to add that we did not have 
to pay him the 2 million. I assured him that 
his action was proper. Kavsone had told 
him that there were two Americans near 
death held in Vientiane and two not far 
awav. If the operation could be kept secret, 
Americans could be ofiiciallv listed as hav- 
ing died in captivitv when thev were actu- 
allv being covertlv transferred to U.S. con- 
@3J. 

A meeting was held to work out the 
details with lawyers and persons repre- 
senting Kaysone. A Thai Special Forces 
general would provide security from Udorn 
to Bangkok. The police chief at Nong Khai 
would clear the route from the border. We 
would present a bank voucher showing 
sufficient funds in an =overseas account” 
for the transaction. Once the money was 
incountry, the Lao would produce positive 
ID of four U.S. POWs. Satisfied with the 
currency of ID, the first deposit of 10 
million Baht would be made into an “in- 
country account”. Satisfactory proof of 
deposit would produce the first live Ameri- 
can. After positive ID, we would transfer 
the money as directed. Subsequent trans- 
fers would proceed as mutual confidence 
evolved. 

ning messages were passed to Tom Harvey 
and that “the money is on the wav.’ but it 

Scott Weeklv assured me that our plan- ..- e- 

narrow focus. I returned to Burma and 
and see no importance outside of their own 

found reason whv there was “no interest!” 
never showed in the account. I have no way 
to know all or exactlv what hannened. but 
after a short time of not being able to 
demonstrate a deposit. the Lao went home, 
as did an angrv Som Suk. It is conceivable 
that Harvey relayed the information to 
Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard 
Armitage who was responsible for POW/ 
MIA recovery and ‘other arrangements” 
were made that cut me out of the net. 

OPN RED BULL 

I left again for Thailand in January 1987 
to follow-up on POW leads from 
BROKENWING, SOUTHSIDE and Khun 
Sa’s sweep of western Laos. Upon arriving 
in Bangkok, I was given residence in the 
Prime Minister’s quadrangle. Som Suk, an 
asset who normally works as a representa- 
tive for the Thai Red Bull union, reported 
that he <could not help. He would be 
traveling to Vientiane with the minister of 
commerce -to speak with Kaysone 
Phomvihan about an up-coming rice deal. 
The Red Bull was similar to Jimmy Hoffa’s 
Teamsters. No rice was marketed that did 
not include their participation. In return 
the government used the Red Bull to quell 
such disturbances as student up-risings 
at thP llniversitv. Posing as “nlain oe,onle” 

OPN HEROIN HIGHWAY 

I delayed going back into Burma until 
April because of newspaper reports that 
“Khun Sa’s mountain stronghold had 
been seizedn. Banner headlines pro- 
claimed: fi U.S. Declares No dd’ in 
Drug War Against Khun Sa.” It looked 
like air strikes, along with joint Thai and 
Burmese ground operations involving 
26,000 soldiers, had finished the Shan 
State and Khun Sa. Still his messages 
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arrived wondering why1 hadn’t returned as so that I might be advised to erase and Philip Pro ruled that all I could say 
invited. I decided to brave the battle and forget everything I had just learned from before the jury was that I had been asked 
try to get through the lines to Khun Sa. Khun Sa and return immediately with by a high level U.S. intelligence agency 
Was I surprised to find the border wide all documentation to be turned over to official to go in pursuit of U.S. POWs and 
open. Not only that, but a major road- Harvey upon arrival. My failure to prop- that I had been doing so. I was acquitted, 
building operation was underway that erly respond would “hurt the U.S. Gov- but had been prevented from travel for two 
allowed one-day service by pick-up truck ernment. 1” Felter lives in the DC area and years. On May 9th, 1989, State Depart- 
from Mae Hong Son, Thailand to Khun knew of my association with Harvey. ment S.pecial Agent Scott Farquar made an 
Sa’s headquarters! I took team members Felter called again on 29 May after official statement: “Let me start by tell- 
Lance Trimmer and Barry Flynn as observ- my arrival in LA at the request of William ing you that Gritz has been confirmed to 
ers. On our November 1986 visit, Weekly Davis, a State Department official to have been an agent of the Intelligence 
and I had used horses over a three day warn me about any disclosure of Khun Support Activity (ISA) of the United 
journey along narrow winding opium trails. Sa information. I was told that if I did States Army. His mission and the mis- 

Khun Sawas in rare form. He had a new not cooperate, aggravated charges and sion of the ISA are deemed to be classi- 
crew-cab Toyota, hospital and temple. He hostile witnesses would be brought fied.” 
laughed and wondered, “What took you so against me - that I would serve 15 years 
long?” He was delighted when I answered as a felon! My oath was not to lie, shred, or OPN DEUCES WILD 
that I had waited for the war to die down. cover up. I chose instead to present the 
“That was a newspaper war, ’ he boomed! information and was called to testify before As of late 1990, OPN Lazarus member, 
“After you left with my Reagan message Larry Smith’s House Sub-Committee on Marine Gunnery Sergeant Jack Thomp- 
in December, I thought maybe I’d see B- Narcotics Oversight. It was a mistake. son, assigned to the Philippines, had been 
52bombersoverhead. Instead,both the Smith did not allow the members to view working on U.S. POW photo/dossier re- 
Thai and Burmese came to me and said the ,Khun Sa video record and questioned ports out of northeast Thailand. He had 
they had to make it look like they were the =heroin highway” as being a road to developed source information to a point 
doing something, or they could lose attack Khun Sa. He said the charges where more experienced operatives were 
millions of U.S. drug suppression dol- against Armitage were old, investigated, needed to handle and evaluate the agents 
lars. I told them to do anything they and unfounded. . . and their offerings. The source was offer- 
wanted as long as it included a road from The DEA finally admitted to a new road inn for sale a photo showing: three men 
Mae Hong Son Airport.” Ten-ton trucks from Mae Hong Son to Khun Sa’s HQ, but holding a sign. The non-Asians in the 
had replaced the horses and mules as the they said it was a “graduation mad. n Khun picture were said to be POWs Lundv, 
drug tonnage quickly indicated. A news Sa wanted Thai officials to attend a special Robertson, and Stevens. I had rejected the 
article showing the U.S. Ambassador pre- ceremony and didn’t want them riding buy based on Jack’s description of what he 
senting the Thais with a $1.8 million checlc mules for miles so he had a highway built saw. Robert B. Keplinger from Reno, Ne- 
for a22 their hard work cooled political con- that they could drive along. Official heroin vada was asked to go with Jack and 
terns. statistics record that in 1986 Khun Sa determine whether or not additional 

Khun Sa said he understood the prob- shipped 600 tons of opiates out of his Lazarusground personnel and resources 
lem. He sadlv reported that after an ex- Golden Triangle. The amount went up to should be dedicated to follow up the 
haustive search his agents had turned un 900 in 1987 (per the hinhwav), then 1,200 agent reports Jack thought might be 
no evidence of U.S. prisoners alive in West- tons in 1988 and 3,050 tons in 19891 The valid. 
ern Laos, but he was willing to reveal some road became so visible that Khun Sa had to Bob Keplinger left with Jack for Thai- 
of the U.S. officials he had dealt with since alter the direction of flow and means of land in”Apri1 199 1. The source said he 
winning the Burma-Laos Opium War in transport, but not thevolume. As Khun Sa had contact with U.S. POWs. He again 

said to me, “How do you think I can move 19671 My ears pricked up when Richard offered as proof a black 5 white photo- 
Armitage was named as the person who so much opium product out of this graph showing three Caucasians with a 
handled the money with the banks in Aus- jungle ifit is not with badges?” Attorney sign. The photo was rejected as a fake 
tralia! I was familiar with the Michael General RichardThornburgh indicted Khun because of obvious alterations. The hand- 
Hand’s Nugan-Hand Bank chain that laun- Sa calling him the world’s blackest crimi- writing on the sign was Asian. The sign 
dered CIA drug money worldwide. The nal. Khun Sa hadoffered President George appeared to be the corner of a paper 
ChiangMaibranch telephonewasanswered Bush one metric ton of #4 pure Asian (manila) folder written on and placed on 
by the DEAsecretary. Mike Hand had been Heroin that sells for over $1 million ner the photo of three men and retaken to 
a Special Forces operative. Nugan was pound on metropolitan streets of America. look like a poster. Markings on the sign 
found shot to death after the bank examin- It was to be a show of good faith that he indicated a “Lao Date” of 25 May 1990 
ersrevealed their nefarious dealings. Hand would eliminate everv one while divulging and location of Nanon Tbakhet (NNTK). 
disappeared. If Armitage was the bagman, his best customers. There was no interest! Our records indicated John Robertson 
then he wouldn’t want live POWs coming Charges were brought against me in was shot down over North Vietnam while 
home. Follow-on investigations would in- Oklahoma City for training Afghan.. No the other two were missing from Laos. It 
volve him as the responsible bureaucrat. true bill was ever obtained. In Los Angeles, didn’t jive. 
Armitage and Harvey were close associates it was for violation of the Neutrality Act. I supplied Bob with “Kev Ouestion 
who lifted weights together at the Pentagon The FBI came to my rescue and the charges Dossiers” containinn 55 queries that only 
Officers’ Athletic Club. If Armitage was were dropped. I was indicted in Las Vegas the POWs could answer correctlv. Four 
involved and saw Khun Sa’s offer to name for using a false passport. After two years times the source said he gave the dos- 
names, it could have sparked the “news- and more government phone calls trying to siers to the POWs, but while there were 
paper drug war” - something certainly get me to stop talking about government hand and finger prints, not one of the 
did! drug operations and POWs, I was taken written answers were correct or even 

ImmediatelyuponarrivalattheBangkok before a seaIed Classified Information written in an American hand. We con- 
safehouse on 19 May 1987, I was called by Procedures Act (CIPA) hearing. White eluded that the source was phony and 
Joseph Felter who informed me that U.S. House, NSC, State Department, and Jus- only trying to scam money out of those 
Government authorities had come to him ticeDepartmentof&ialstestified. Judge interested in POW info. 

I.. ,I . .._ .’ I .I ., I .< I. II ,‘., :. -.’ 
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OfERATION EMERALD SEEKER/INSIDE Bob to go to Vietnam for a physical inspection 
STRAIGHT of U.S. POWS. 

Robert B. Keplinger had reported contact 
withasourceinthesummerof 1991 whosaid 
they had connections out of Hong Kong with 
U.S. POWs in Vietnam. Bob said the source 
claimed relationship with a French-Vietnam- 
ese narcotics operation wherein a freighter 
was loaded with drugs out of Vietnam in 
return for $1 million (U.S.). The Vietnamese 
intelligence officials involved had asked if any 
of the French side knew of Americans with 
interest in recovering; live U.S POWs. 

Bob went to Hong Kong to check out the 
connection and was convinced that the source 
apparently had access to VN officials with 
informationon American POWsinSoutheast 
Asia. Communications developed into third 
and fourth quarter 1991 visits to Hanoi, Ho 
Chi Minh City (Saigon) and Laos under the 
cover of resource mining business interest by 
Bob Keplinger and Chuck Johnson. In com- 
pliancewiththeLoganAct,theLazarusTeam 
had been asked in writing by families of U.S. 
servicemen missing in action to represent 
their interest in both Laos and Vietnam. 

The LazarusTeam (R.B.K.) was sponsored 
beginning in August 1991 by an “Interna- 
tional Company”, Guernsey Limited, Chan- 
nel Island, callingitselfC.0.D.E. with Nguyen 
Hao Tam and several French nationals. On 
one I was asked to send a fax to the United 
Nations Laos delegation chief verifying that 
Bob Keplingerwas representing me (Bo Gritz) 
and the Lazarus POW Recovery Team. Two 
other verifications were to be included from 
Eugene McDaniel and Ross Perot assuring 
the receivers that Bob was not a USG official. 
I prepared the fax and sent it to Red. Capt. 
McDaniel said he would get Perot’s chop and 
send the consolidated message on to the UN. 

Bob took Gary Lane with him to Hanoi. 
Gary was part of a Red McDaniels POW/MIA 
documentary team. Bob opened doors 
through our VN defense contacts that al- 
lowed Gary to preview huge amounts of VN 
war footage showing shoot downs, injured 
Americans and U.S. personnel captured as a 
result of ground action. Gary selected what 
he wanted and Bob arranged for the film to 
leave Vietnam. The team was sharing the 
same hotel in Hanoiwith Gen. Vessey and his 
group* 

After a trip into Laos with Tam, Chuck 
Johnson and several French nationals, Bob 
Keplinger called to say that a Laotian official 
was stopping by Reno. Nevada to see him. 
The visitor turned out to be the son of the 
ruling prince in Laos, Sounhanouvong. He 
was accompanied bv a U.S. State Depart- 
ment escort officer. The Lao instructed Bob 
‘to ‘be patient - we will be doing business.” 
During a subsequent visit to Vietnam, Bob 
and Chuck Johnson were shown an area in 
Saigon and told that Americans were being 
held there under the authority of the Interior 
Minister. Further developments prepared 

January 1992, Bob Keplingerleft Reno, 
NV for Saigon, via Paris, accompanied by 
Nguyen Hao Tam with assurances that he 
would be taken to a VN resistance chief 
and allowed to interview 10 U.S. POWs. 
The POWs were part of a 50-man American 
group being held in the Ban Me Thout 
highlands area (IICTZ) of Vietnam west of 

=Trang. 
On the previous trip, Keplinger and Chuck 

Johnson had been asked to list 10 U.S. POWs 
they wanted to see. Since inspection tours 
and talks had taken place over the past six 
months in both Vietnam and Laos, and not 
knowing whether the sample should be taken 
from either one or both areas, Lance Trimmer 
and I supplied a list of 10 from each country 
who we felt were still in captivity. 

Keplinger was to be allowed 10 minutes 
with each of 10 U.S. POWs (whether it was to 
include any of those we listed wasn’t known) 
to thoroughly document their identity by 
video-audio tape, photography, fmgerprint- 
ing, and key question dossier. Once there 
was no doubt as to confirmed POW identities, 
at a near term date to be determined, two of 
the Americans were to be released and given 
safe VN escort to a neutral zone (that would 
be determined mutually between the VN and 
ourjoint U.S. - French team). The otherswere 
then to be freed in phases. H. Ross Perot had 
agreed to pay for the transfers. Eugene 
“Red” McDaniels was “in the loop”. 

By Mid-February 92 Keplinger and Tam 
were in Saigon. Keplinger sent a fax stating 
that he departed Saigon at 0530 on 17 Feb 92 
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from Bob in March. I advised Keplinger 
that this was not a good time to discuss the 
forthcoming rescue plans with anyone out- 
side our team. He agreed and said that he 
would keep comments about what had 
happened involving the Frenchman vague. 
Keplinger would use the “emerald” busi- 
ness cover to conceal active POW dealings. 
Keplinger said that he would not admit to, 
or discuss, live POWs with the committee. 

For the record, Bob KepZinger told 
me, Jeny Gillespie and other team 
members that he hadpersonallyviewed 
two U.S. POWS. He said they we= 
identified as A-6 pilots and that the G 
chief was willing to turn them over 
immediately. Keplkgertold me that he 
refeed custody of the two Americans 
because he had no infrrrstructure at 
that time to insum security and safe 
passage home. Keplinger reported that 
he was working necessary arrangements 
through Tam for the contemplated tum- 
over. 

self as “working; for the comtxnv.” Chuck 

Chuck Johnson had other ideas. He 
was in Paris wanting to go to Saigon to 
help, but had been vehementlv rejected by 
Bob. Chuck was of the opinion that Bob 
had been less than sincere. Chuck sus- 
pected he was more oriented on personal 
business than our POWs and had made a 
major error in not accepting the two POWs 
he said were offered. Garv Lane had said 
that Kenlinger had identified himself using 
another name five years ago in Washina- 
ton, D.C. when Lane was doing a POW TV 
segment. Lane further complicated the 
issue bv stating that Bob referred to him- --_ _ 

north to Nha Trang and west to the RV near 
Ban Me Thout. Keplinger reported that he 
and Tam were taken by VN guide overland in 
avan type vehicle to NhaTrang. He met with 
armed guerrillaon the beach near Cam Ranh 
Bay who guided them westward through a 
restricted travel zone to a rendezvous in two 
vehicles. Keplinger reported hearing explo- 
sions to the rear during a night drive and was 
later told that the second vehicle was am- 
bushed and destroyed. Keplinger said the 
atmosphere with the so-called FULRO reps 
was less than cordial and threatening if not 
almost hostile. 

was in close personal contact with Tam 
and reported that little or nothing was 
being done to prepare for the turnover. 
Chuck began an approach through Tam 
that would involve Lance Trimmer, Tarn 
and himself, but exclude Bob. 

Travel to Saigon was set for the last 
week in March. Lance joined Chuck in 
Paris at Tam’s headquarters. According to 
Chuck, Tam received a fax from VN saying 
that all was ready. All that was needed was 
for them to “bring two suits of clothing and 
two passports.” The POWs would be turned 
over per the FULRO agreement. Travel 
documents and tickets were secured, but 
the day before departing, Tam said the VN 
were nutting the meeting on hold since it 
was announced that Senator Kerrv was 
coming to Vietnam. Chuck and Lance were 
told that the VN did not want to risk any 
initiatives that might be reached through 
the chairman’s official visit. Chuck and 
Lance waited in Paris until it was an- 
nounced that a56-man DOD “search team’ 
was being dispatched to Vietnam. 

The FULRO chief did not produce the 10 
American POWsasagreed. Instead. Keplinger 
said the VN took offense at the insnection 
reouirement and offered the two POWs for 
instant turn-over without compensation. 
When Keplinger said he wasn’t prepared to 
accept two U.S. POW at that moment, he said 
the FULRO chief told him to make arrange- 
ments and be ready within the next 30 days. 

Keplinger returned the last of February 
from the failed inspection trip to Ban Me 
Thout with FULRO amid press reports 
from a Frenchman, Michele Honorin, who 
said he had been part of our team in Laos 
and had recorded U.S. POW locations on 
fti. The Kerry Committee wanted to hear 

Our private sector effort closed out in May 
1992. We had secured film records from the 
VN allowing Red McDanielsand Gary Lane to 
produce their POW documentary video. We 
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had visited remote areas of Laos and Viet- 
nam. Government offkzials from Laos and 
Vietnam had demonstrated considerable in- 
terest in our live-POW effort. *We had suc- 
cessfully assessed and exercised a French- 
connection into Communist Asia Keplinger 
was last in Vietnam with Tarn the last of 
October 1992. Since April 1992, I have 
received no further communication concem- 
ing VN willingness to access U.S. POWs. 

Many of the contacts and comrades made 
over these past 12 years are dead. Almost 
everyone who dedicated themselves to this 
righteous cause is worse off. I must conclude 
that while we have labored long and hard, the 
enormityofgovemment opposition has taken 
its toll. I salute all those who have kept the 
faith with our missing in action. Our reward 
may not be now, but someday it will be noble. 
I pray for those who may still remain in 
captivity that their hope might forever bum 
bright knowing that they will never be forgot- 
ten as long as Old Glory Ilies and even one 
true American lives that we will forever be in 
search of them until we all come home! 

THIS CONCLUDES MY OFFICIAL STATE- 
MENT TO THE U.S. SENATE SELECT COM- 
Ml’ITEE ON POW/MIA AFFAIRS. MY COM- 
MENTS RECALL EVENTS AND EXPERI- 
ENCES SPANNING MORETHAN 12 YEARS. 
I HAVE FAITHFULLY RECONSTRUCTED 
EACH COMMENTWITH CAREASTOACCU- 
RACY IN AS MUCH AS MEMORY AND 
RECORDS ALLOW. I CERTIFY THIS ATRUE 
STATEMENT AND AFFIX MY SIGNATURE 
THIS 2oTH DAY OF NOVEMBER 1992 IN 
THE CTIY OF SPRINGFIELD, VA. 

fsimedl James G. “Bo” Gritz 

United States Senate 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/MIA 

AFFAIRS 
WASHINGTON, DC 205 lo-6500 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
POW/MIA AFFAIRS 

DEPOSITION AUTHORIZATION 

As Chairman of the Senate Select Com- 
mittee on POW/MIA Affairs (“the Commit- 
tee”), pursuant to Rule 4 and Rule 6 of the 
Rules of Procedure of the Committee, I 
hereby agree and consent to the deposition 
of Lt. Cal. James Gritz of Sandv VaIlev, 
Nevada, as described in the attached notice 
of deposition. This deposition shall be 
taken by Frances A. Zwenig, Staff Director 
for the committee; J. William Codinha, 
Chief Counsel to the Committee; Hilton 
Foster, John Mattes and Ken Mendelson, 
Investigative Attorneys for the Committee; 
and/or any Member of the Committee. 

John F. Kerry 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, 7% WCYRZJ also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where othemise noted. The 
transcriptions are 43.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 80.25 and other foreign 
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 73fE WORD, P.O. .Bbx 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

ifyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Ordertapes are noted below by i and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes 
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community 
Church; 
4/l 3/92(l) # What is a Semite?“; 
4/l 7/92(l) # ‘Who Were the First 
Christians?’ 
4/25/92(2)* # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); 5/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and 
The Bigger Plan”; 

S/2/92(3); 
S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/w92w; 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars”; 
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European 
visitors over lunch; 
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2); 
S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 1-3; 
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/2 7/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 
Lake City, UT; 
6/30/92(3)* 7he Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/l 2/92(3); 

mI5 W0IZI3 NOW ACCEPTS 
VISA, DISCOVER OR 

MASTER CARD 
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7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/26/92(3); 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
8/8/92(2); 
8/31/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
m/gm; 
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2); 

.l O/l 7/92(t) radio program, ‘KTKK; 
1 O/24/92(2); 
11 /l/92(2); 
1 l/l/92(1) radio program, New Mexico 
11/8/92(2);11 /14/92(3);11/22/92(2); 
11/25/92(l) radio program, G6llup, NM; 
1 l/29/92(2); 
12/6/92(2); 
12/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-I; 
12/7/92( 1) C&mo5 Patriot Group-II; 
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III; 
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
12/31/92(l)* Constitutional Law Center: 
1 n/93(2); 
1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
Police Officer Jack McLamb; 
1 /16/93(t). ’ 

SPECIAL AUDIO: 8/l 6/92(3)*, Col. James “80” 
Critr citizens* patriot rally speech in Tehachapi; 
SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens’ 
Rally featuring Col. James “Bo” Critz, $12; 

SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Steven Vaus - “WE MUST 
TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for $5; 
SPECIAL MUSK AUDIO: Brent Moorhead -“LESS 
TAKE OUR NATlON BACK” available for $5. 1:: 
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A Planet Out Of 
l/13/93 SOLTEC 

Good evening, my child, Soltec present 
in the Light of the Holy God. Peace be unto 
you this evening as we address the activi- 
ties of the past few days. It has been 
interesting, would you not agree? 

We of the Host of Holy God take all 
attacks and attempts of attacks against 
our own most seriously. It is not a matter 
which is open to any discussion with any 
one, any where, any time. The Elite ofyour 
world are fully aware of our stand on this 
subject and each time they cross that 
border, they place themselves in an ex- 
tremely delicate position with our Mission 
Command. Believe us when we say that 
they do not want to deal with us on this 
matter. Pour EZite am runningfor thett 
very lives at thispoint in time, and they 
knowverywetlthattheirtime~limited 
and that they arxz losing grvund rap- 
HZy. Is it any wonder that they would 
bother to strike out against any voice that 
may have the fortitude to speak up and tell 
You-The-People theTruth of the way things 
are? The attack against this, my scribe/ 
speaker, on Saturdaylast (January9,1993) 
was viewed as a personal assault, as are all 
direct personal attacks against any of our 
people. The situation has been addressed 
and your controllers are now very well 
aware of our position on this. 

You see, you do live in avery dangerous 
world and the more headway that is made 
toward freedom and Truth, the more flak 
you ones are likely to encounter. You have 
been well advised that the battle has heated 
up and that this year will likely be one you 
will not soon be able to forget. Your strange 
weather occurrences should be enough in 
itself to get your attention. In the past 48 
hours, that part of California known as 
Marin County has received in excess of 5” 
of rain! And, more is predicted for the next 
five days! The deserts are literally soaked 
and flooded and the West is still digging 
itself from beneath a terribly strong snow- 
storm. 

These strange weather patterns are only 
the beginning of what is in store for you in 
the next months. Our advice is to batten 
down the hatches and hold on tight 
because it is only going to get more 
interesting on yourplacement. You are 
living in the time when all things are chang- 
ing-both from natural events and man- 
made ones. Past data can no longer be 
used to predict future events as all things 
are out of their proper sequence. You would 
have to go back several thousand years, 

to the time of the last Earth changes, to see 
the correlations to that which is occurring 
at this time on Earth. At that time, man 
chose to ignore God and the order of Cre- 
ation and got himself into much the same 
state of affairs as is present on Earth today. 
The planet at that time reacted much the 
same way as it is today, and went through 
a long period of cleansing. This cleansing 
took the form of extreme weather changes, 
massive volcanic eruptions and widespread, 
destructive earthquakes, as well as wide- 
spread, strange, deadly diseases. Yet, it 
was through this destruction that the Earth 
was able to renew and rebirth life. 

A planet is a living organism, regardless 
of what your religious preachers spout. In 
all Creation there is order and when radical 
entities act in ways that are contrary to 
that order, Creation just goes on creating. 
If that act of creating destroys life, then 
that life was not living in balance and at 
one with Creation. For had that life been in 
balance and at one with Creation, it could 
never have been destroyed, for Creation 
does not destroy itself. Earth Man, how- 
ever, is not in a balanced relationship with 
his Creator; therefore, as Creation contin- 
ues on its natural course and man lives in 
opposition to that Creation, then Man will 
be his own destruction. It is actually very 
simple. All must come into the knowledge 
that they are a part of Creation for, other- 
wise, they will cease to be by their own 
choices. Creation does not destroy-it 
simply creates over and over again. Some- 
times that creation may appear to be de- 
struction, but only for a period of time, for 
out of what is perceived as destruction, 
new life is created. 

Earth man of today has managed to 
upset the balance of his world to the point 
that the world has become a very unpre- 
dictable and hostile place for him to live. 
But, it is the time of accounting and you are 
experiencing the payment for your past 
actions. Though we are not in the habit of 
quoting much from your Bible, I shall at 
this time. Does it not say that it shall rain 
on the just and the unjust? Look around 
you-is it not falling on all, both the just 
and the unjust? God does not judge. Man 
judges himself by his own words, actions 
and thoughts. 

You have been very busy this day. You 
have launched another shuttle mission 
and you have once again managed to get 
yourselves involved in another air battle 
over Iraq. So, you are now involved in 
Somalia and in Iraq and are about to 
commit troops to Bosnia, and just in time 
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Balance 
for your new President to take office. How 
convenient. As I stated earlier-just hold 
on tight for you are in for the ride of your 
lives! 

My scribe is in receipt of a letter from 
one called Pat who has posed a most inter- 
esting and thought-provoking question 
regarding a place on your world known as 
the Great Rift Valley in Africa, and in 
particular a place called Lake Victoria. The 
Great Rift Valley runs through the eastern 
part of the plateau region of Africa, from 
Northern Ethiopia into Mozambique. It is 
a series of deep trenches that were created 
by faulting of the earth’s surface. In several 
areas, the steep sides of the valley appear 
as mountains, among which are the 
Ruwenzoria Mountains in Central Africa. 
Associated with the faulted valleys are 
several volcanoes, including Kilimanjaro 
in Tanzania and Mount Kenya in Kenya. 
This Great Rift Valley is the principal lake 
region of the continent and among these is 
Lake Victoria, Africa’s largest lake and the 
chief source of the White Nile River. 

At one time in your planet’s history, all 
the land was one continent. However, 
during one of the Earth Change cycles, the 
poles shifted, and the Earth literally tipped. 
This tipping action caused much geologic 
activity to begin and through this activity 
pieces of land broke away from the main 
land mass and became separate conti- 
nents. This is when the Great Rift Valley 
was formed and it is a remnant of that 
separating. This fault is what is known as 
a transform fault, which in this case is a 
tectonic plate boundary, just as is the San 
Andreas Fault in California. The area was 
thought to be dormant, geologically speak- 
ing, but that was in the past. As we are 
attempting to inform you, the entire Earth 
is in the beginning of a whole new geo- 
logically active cycle and those places 
thought to be long dead are experiencing 
renewed life. This place, then, can be 
expected to come to life, as well. The 
bottom of Lake Victoria is rising, as was 
surmised by Pat. It is due to the geologic 
activity known as uplifting, which is the 
ground beneath the lake pushing upward, 
giving the impression that the water level 
in the lake is rising. The entire region of 
Eastern Africa and the Middle East are 
riddled by faults-both transform and sub- 
ducting; therefore, the likelihood of newly 
discovered geologic activity in this entire 
area is quite high, with the other events of 
geologic activity accelerating so rapidly on 
your planet. 

It is also noted that, in the same general 
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area, thousands of bats once lived and As you develop in your sensitivities, you 
thrived, but recently all the bats have left will be able to glean the answers on your 
and not returned. This, too, should be own as you “tune in” and listen. All have 
an indication to you that something is the ability; it simply must be developed 
definitely going on. Bats are extremely and, like anything else, it can only come 
sensitive to ultra sound frequencies, through the doing. You must exercise 
those which humans cannot hear audi- that ability and build it until it is strong- 
bly. Since radical changes in frequen- if you will, you must do your spiritual 
ties most often accompany earthquake aerobics! 
activity, it is a good bet that these little Let us bring this writing to a close. 
mammals know something. Recall, if Thank you for your attentiveness and your 
you will, what I have previously stated stamina. Keep your heart joyous and be of 
regarding the relationship of the habits good cheer, little ones. Know that God is 
of the animals and earth changes. ever with you in these times of tribulation 

We do appreciate the questions from and allow your Light to shine forth in Truth 
you ones, as it shows that you are doing unto your darkened world. 
some thinking and digging on your own. Soltec to clear. Salu. 

Nora’s Research Corner 

THE MAGEN DAVID AND 
THE SYMBOLS OF ISRAEL 

(Part I of A Series) 

The earliest symbols, according to the 
Biblical accounts of the tielve Tribes of 
Israel, would have to be the flags of the 
individual tribes-each of a different color 
and with a different symbol. The fact, 
according to Biblical accounts, that a split 
occurred among the tribes and that the 
Tribe of Judah became the recognized group 
associated with the religion of the 
Pentateuch (or Torah., the first five books of 
the Old Testament), would mean that 
Judah’s symbol, the Lion, should carry the 
greatest significance to those who now 
claim to be Judaists, if indeed they do 
follow Old Testament symbology. 

But no-it did not. Neither were the 
symbols of any of the other tribes used for 
the new state of Israel. These symbols had 
been acquired through each tribe’s asso- 
ciation and the descriptions of their at- 
tributes in the Old Testament accounts. In 
fact, it was said of Judah that “the scepter 
would not fall from his hands until Mes- 
siah came”-a scripture long quoted in 
Israel. 

If there were any strong discussions 
over the use of Judah’s Flag for the new 
state of Israel, it was not voiced in the 
media. (If you look up “Judah” in the 
Encyclopedia Judaica, you will see him 
pictured as a dwarfl The implications of 
this must be significant to those who con- 
sider themselves “true Judaists,” as well 
as to those who think that Zionism is 
synonymous with Judaism.) 

The next symbol, which has had much 
use in the culture ofJudaism, is the tablets 
of the Law, or later, parchment scrolls. 
These Tablets would be representative of a 

Theodore Herzl was in favor of placing 
seven stars on the flag of the new Zionist 
state of Israel-depicting, he said, “the 
seven working hours in a day”. His sug- 
gestion regarding the stars was used tem- 
porarily, but did not become a part of the 
present flag. The use of the six-pointed 
star (hexagram) was adopted by the Zionist 
Organization (ofwhich Herzl was the leader) 
in ,1897. 

people of the Law, and/or of the “Book”. 
But n-these symbols also were bypassed. 

Another symbol in much use by the 
Judaist has been the seven-branched can- 
delabra, called the Minorah, and presently 
a symbol of the new Zionist State of Israel, 
although not their flag. Accounts of the 
candelabra first occurred, we are told, when 
David was instructed in the preyaration of 
the Tabernacle in the wilderness for the 
Lord. 

The term “Magen David” or “shield of 
David,” is reported in Jewish sources to be 
earlier than its application to the hexagram 
and occurs as a designation of God-simi- 
lar to the expression “shield of Abraham.” 
Does that mean that, to the Zionists, the 
symbol of the six-pointed star represents 
God? It is not clear. 

I did some research on the present use 
of the Minor-ah. Surprisingly, it appears 
there have been candelabrum with seven, 
eight, nine and ten candleholders in use by 
various ones-leaving the meaning of their 
use rather vague unless the intent now is 
a “festival of lights”, as someone has said, 
and which may be the case with many 
people. 

“Magen David Adorn” was the name 
given to the red symbol used by the Jews in 
place of the Red Cross. The originator of 
this symbol, and its date, were not given. 
The organization equating with the Red 
Cross in Israel is still called the Magen 
David Adorn. 

There is also the fact that a “festival of 
lights” is performed each year at the time 
of the eight days of Hanukkah (November- 
December), to celebrate the victory of the 
Maccabees (prior to Jesus’ time). There are 
several ways of performing this festival, 
some light one candle each day until all are 
lit, some light them all and extinguish one 
as each day passes, etc. In any event, the 
use of the seven-branched candlestick has 
not been consistent, as it appears it would 
require eight for Hanukkah. 

The history of the hexagram found in 
the Encyclopedia Judaica, The Jewish En- 
cyclopedia, and other Jewish sources goes 
back to King Solomon. According to those 
accounts, Solomon had a seal ring, known 
as the “Seal of Solomon,” which he used to 
control the demons in building the first 
temple1 There is a subsantial amount of 
pseudographic (and other) writings regard- 
ing this activity of Solomon. The story of 
the “Seal of Solomon” was first given out 
by Arabic sources (according to some) in 
the stories of Sinbad The Sailor. The seal 
itself has been represented as both the five- 
pointed and the six-pointed star. It was 
said to have adorned the drinking cups of 
the sailors (of piracy fame). 

In addition a”Hebrew tradition” equates The symbol of the six-pointed star has 
the seven-branched candlestick with the also been incorporated in Masonic dogma, 
“seven planetary rulers”-an idea akin to according to Albert pike and Mackey. It 
the “seven archons”, or “seven stars” was stated at first, by pike, in Momls and 
and/or “seven wise men” of some Greek Dogma, that the symbol was first found in 
philosophers and the Neo-platonists. I was India. Several years later, when Mackey 
very much surprised to locate this infor- wrote his History of Freemason y, he stated 
mation. The original “seven planetary that the symbol is a “Mason’s Mark”. One 
rulers” are: the Sun, the Moon, Venus, Jewish source said “the symbol had far 
Jupiter, Mars, Neptune and Saturn. This more usage outside Israel than within and 
“Hebrew tradition” goes back probably at sees no historical, Talmudic or meaningful 
least to the use of astrology inJudah before association of it with the people of Israel.” 

the Dispersion, although it undoubtedly 
gained impetus through the later activity of 
the Neo-platonists. 

The seven planetary governors came to 
be associated with various angels, etc. As 
the system evolved, Michael came to be 
associated with the Sun and was called the 
“Hidden God of Israel”, according to “The 
Secret Tradition in Israel. The ideas in- 
volved are akin to those in the ZohQr and/ 
or Cab&-not the OZd Testament (at least 
as we know it). The Zohar and Cabalu are 
of much later origin than the Old Testament 
and do not pretend to be “words of God.” 
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According to Jewish sources the first 
use of the red, six-pointed star was in a flag 
presented to the Synagogue of Prague by 
Charles IV, the King of France, in 1254 A. 
D. The account includes no information on 
the purpose of the gift or its appropriate- 
ness as a representative symbol of the 
Jews in Prague. Later, it is stated a rabbi, 
R. Mordecai Meisel, in 1592, requested 
and was given permission to use the flag in 
his synagogue. Still later it is said the 
aristocratic (and banking) families of 
Montefiore and Rothschild (who are re- 
lated by marriage) incorporated the symbol 
in their family coat-of-arms, further pro- 
moting its use. 

Beyond that, it appears the symbol has 
a more personal association with the house 
of Rothschild. There are several accounts 
of the red sign on their house in the ghetto 
at Frankfort-on-Main, Germany. The 
houses in the ghetto did not use numbers 
at the time. The family was identified in 
1563 as “the house with the red sign” (Rot- 
Schild, that is “red sign” or “red shield”). 
When the family moved, the sign went with 
them. prior to Mayer Amschel Rothschild 
(1743- 18 12), Jewish names were not stan- 
dardized as to use. A son might bear a 
different surname from his father, etc. 
Mayer adopted the family name of 
Rothschild. 

From the foregoing it appears that the 
promotion of the “Magen David Adorn” (or 
Red Shield) had a great deal to do with the 
house of Rothschild. At the time of the 
decision to use the six-pointed star (or two 
interlaced triangles) in the Zionist flag of 
Israel, it was said that the symbol was of 
“long association with the people of Is- 
rael.” 

Because the red, five-pointed star, was 
originally a”symbo1 of Zionism and Jewry” 
(according to a quote by Mr. M. Cohan on 
page 295 in the book World Revolution, by 
Nesta Webster) I add information on the 
red, five-pointed star. It is reported in Ms. 
Webster’s book that the term “red Jew- 
originated from the slightly red skin of 
some of the Mongolian races who had 
accepted Judaism. However, the term took 
on other connotations in the Bolshevik 
revolution. The following are quoted ex- 
cerpts from Nesta Webster’s work: 

Page 283 

“At the outbreak of the March revolu- 
tion of 19 17 the Bolsheviks were, however, 
completely in the minority amongst the 
various revolutionary groups - a fact 
frankly admitted by the Bolsheviks them- 
selves (according to Trotsky, The Histo y of 
theRus&nRevolutionto Brest-Litovsk(Allen 
Unwin, page 62). A report on the White 
Paper on Bolshevism asserts that 90 per- 
cent of the population were in favour of the 
monarchy (date of October 14, 1918) - 
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and it was only by a course of systematic they would fight to the death!] 
deception, and finally by force of arms, that 
the party which might be described in Hatonn has indicated that the first 
Bakunin’s words, “the German-Jew Com- 
pany,” the “red bureaucracy”, succeeded 

use of the blue, six-pointed star in a flag 
was by David Alroy, a Khazarian Jew and 

in establishing its domination. Such popu- psuedo-messiah of the 12th century 
larity as it had achieved had been won by whose messianic enterprise failed. His 
the old method of the conspiracy - prom- story was written-up as fiction by Ben- 
ising one thing and doing precisely the jamin Disraeli, between 183 1 and 1839. 
opposite. Thus according to the word of It is titled, U The Young Duke, Contorinie 
command of the Secret Societies - u Con- 
stitution” - 

Fleming, The Wondrous Tale of Alroy.” 
the Bolsheviks had clamored 

for a Constituent Assembly, and their first 
Disraeli was a Jew whose grandfather 

act was to dissolve the assembly elected by 
moved from Venice to England to engage 
in commerce. 

Universal suffrage; exploiting the war-wea- 
The family was much 

riness of the troops they had promised the 
involved in political as well as financial 
activity in England. Disraeli is also known 

people immediate peace, and having by as the Earl of Beaconsfield. This is the 
these means created disaffection first in same Earl of Beaconsfield who wrote and 
the Navy, then in the First Army, and carried out England’s policy during the 
finally throughout all of the troops, they 
inaugurated a regime that could only exist 

Crimean conflicts. It was a “failed” policy 
for England according to historians. Was 

on warfare and of which the whole policy is it also a “failed” policy for the Khazars? 
aggressive militarism; they had promised The historians do not tell us. 
the peasants the land they coveted, and Very little is known about Alroy. The 
then denied them the right to own the chief source is the traveler, Benjamin 
crops they grew on it.” Tudela, Alroy’s contemporary. Alroy’s 

agitation was apparently local. He raised 
Page 287 a following and stormed the citadel of his 

home town. He was assassinated follow- 
@The Bolshevik revolution has in fact 

followed out the code of Weishaupt in every 
ing his defeat and thought to have been 

point - 
killed by his father-in-law (AKA ALRUI) 

the abolition of monarchy, aboli- (according to The Encyclopedia of Jewish 
tion of patriotism, abolition of private prop- Knowledge). According to Arthur Koestler 
erty and of inheritance, abolition of mar- in his book, The Thirteenth Tribe, “the 
riage and morality, and abolition of all rabbinical hierarchy in Baghdad took a 
religion .’ hostile attitude towards Alroy and threat- 

ened him with a ban.” 
Pave 295 Also, according to one theory, noted 

by Koestler, the six-pointed “shield of 
Quoted from The Communist, a newspa- David”, which adorns the modern Israeli 

per published in Kharkoff (number for flag, started to become a national symbol 
April 12, 1919), “we find Mr. M. Cohan with David Alroy’s crusade.” Before this 
boasting that ,....without exaggeration, it it had been “mainly a decorative motif or 
may be said that the great Russian social a magical emblem” as quoted from Baron, 
revolution was indeed accomplished by the “Long used interchangeably with the 
hands of the Jews....It is true that there are pentagram or the ‘Seal of Solomon”, & 
no Jews in the ranks of the Red Army as far was attributed to David in mystic and 
as privates are concerned, but in the ethical German writings from the 13th 
committees and in Soviet organizations, Centurv on,” (Underlining mine - Nora.) 
as Commissars, the Jews are gallantly It is not clear to me whether the cur- 
leading the masses of the Russian prole- 
tariat to victory 

rent intent is to identify the blue, six- 
. . ..The symbol of Jewry, 

which for centuries has struggled against 
pointed star as the Shield of David Alroy 
or David, father of Solomon. There is no 

capitalism, has become the symbol of mention in any sources available to me 
the Russian proletariat, which can be of the “Seal of Solomox? having origi- 
seen even in the fact of the adoption of nated with ‘King David”. Therefore it 
the Red five-pointed star, which in former appears that the blue, six-pointed star is 
times, as it is well known, was the sym- essentially a Khazarian “Jewish” sym- 
bol of Zionism and Jewry.” A note at the bol, or has become one. 
bottom of page 295 indicates the above It also appears that the symbols of the 
newspaper article was “quoted from the earlier, u Old Testament Hebrews” have 
American edition of The Protocols, pg. been eclipsed. In addition, the name, 
88.” [For those of you who are unaware Contorini Fleming, given to David Alroy 
of it, the red five-pointed star is still by Disraeli, indicates that Alroy origi- 
(1992) on the red flag of Russia. Also, a nated with the Dutch or Belgium group 
red flag has always been used as a warn- of Khazars (Goths). It is possible the 
ing. During the days of pirates it meant Zionists do recognize Alroy as a descen- 
they would ‘give no auarter” -meaninrr dent of the ‘House of David” which 
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would be difficult to prove. Nevertheless 
there is a great deal of information point- 
ing to this possibility.] 

When the final choice was made for 
the present flag of Israel (a blue six- 
pointed star on a white background with 
a blue band at the top and bottom edge 
of the flag), it had already been used by 
a Zionist group led by David Wolfson in 
the United States. David Wolfson was 
instrumental in seeing that the flag took 
its present form. 

The Encyclopedia Judaica reports that 
the shape of the flag and its colors were 
“long associated with the tallith (prayer 
shawl), and therefore best represented 
the people of Israel”. Any opposition to 
its use was apparently either overcome 
or suppressed. (I could find no informa- 
tion about the use of the symbol on 
prayer shawls, who “authorized” it, or 
who manufactured the shawls. It would 
be fair to assume that the “Sanhedrin” 
would make such decisions.) 

The two blue bands on the flag (ac- 
cording to Commander Hatonn) are sym- 
bols of the Euphrates and Nile Rivers. 
Many who are directing the development 
of Israel will only be satisfied when the 
state of Israel encompasses all of the 
area between these two rivers. These 
“directors’ believe, or say they believe, 
the Biblical account which says God 
“gaveA the area to Abraham as a per- 
petual inheritance. It is strange that 
they are “taking” the land by force and 
few of ‘Abraham’s” people now occupy 
the State of Israel. The greater percent- 
age of the people are Ashkenazi Jews- 
people of Japheth, according to Biblical 
accounts. 

In researching the red shield in the 
book Baron James, The Rise of the French 
Rothchilds, by their relative, Anka 
Muhlstein, I noticed the elaborate coat- 
of-arms depicted on the back of the fly- 
cover of the book. It bears no red shield 
but is closely akin to the symbol of Great 
Britain shown in the book, Symbols of 
the Nations, by A. Guy and Janet Barker 
Hope. There is a Lion and a Unicorn, and 
much more, of course. The Unicorn with 
the one horn, as shown in the British 
symbol, has a chain on it. The Unicorn 
of the Rothschilds does not. 

It is well to keep in mind when consid- 
ering that “gift” of the flag by Charles IV, 
King of France, with the red six-pointed 
star to the synagogue in Prague (now 
Czechoslovakia and formerly known as 
Bohemia) that the blood line of the Saxon 
Kings (including France) has also re- 
mained in the English Monarchy since 
the Saxon invasions of Great Britain in 
the 5th century. Also, the Jewish Finan- 
ciers have been the financial counsellors 
of most monarchs since before the Dis- 
persion from Palestine. The “gift” of 
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Charles IV, in other words, may not have 19 17 A.D. This was when Russia came 
been a spontaneous act. One wonders at under Communist control. 
the interchangeableness of the five and 
six-pointed stars. Obviously, the colors gold, blue, red, 

It was England that had Palestine as and white are favoritesofthe”Jews”. Of 
a protectorate before it was partitioned course, they are also appreciated by oth- 
to allow Israel a new state. The first ers. My point is simply that these colors 
action taken by the English government must be important and meaningful (sym- 
after the decision to partition Palestine bolically) to the Zionists in particular, as 
was to send a letter to Rothschild advis- applied to both the five- and six-pointed 
ing him of the decision. (See material on star, because of the above historical facts. 
the “Balfour Agreement” in the Encyclo- It does not mean that a of the UJewsD 
pedia Judaica and The Jewish Encyclo- agree on the matter, or that the symbols 
pedia.) were chosen by all of them. 

There is a progressive pattern in all Part II of this series will take up the 
this having to do with magical control of subject of the “Eagle With the Red Tail”, 
demons, and world control. The parts of and will have more to say about the use 
the pattern available to us at this point, of the pentagrams and hexagrams of the 
as far as symbols go, include: Communists-Zionists-Bolsheviks. 

1. Solomon’s magical go&l ring of the THE MAP 
five and/or six pointed, single star (or 
the pentagram and hexagram). Solomon, On the next page is a map taken from 
according to Biblical accounts, was an a booklet titled Jewish Conspiracy and 
exceedingly wealthy despot, and King of the Muslim World, with complete text of 
Israel after David, about the year 1,000 The Protocols of the Learned Elders of 
B.C. Zion, printed by the Social Reform Soci- 

ety, P.O. Box 4850, Kuwait. No date of 
2. David Alrov’s use of the single publication isgiven. Datesmentioned in 

the Introduction include commentsmade Blue, six-pointed star on a white flag in 
the 12th Century and written about by in 195 1. Therefore this material must 
Disraeli, 183 l- 1839 A.D. Alroy lived in have been published since 195 1. 
the area around Baghdad. The name, The map itself shows the next step in 
Alroy, may have been taken from the the Communist-Zionist-Masonic plan, as 
town he lived in Alruis. laid forth in the booklet, which is taken 

from an original report on a secret meet- 
3. The King of France’s presentation ing of the “Elders of Zion”. The original 

of the Red six-pointed star to the “Jews” report was written in 1905. Massive 
of Prague in 1254A.D., followed by Rabbi attempts have been made to keep it from 
Meisel’s request to use it in his syna- the public. Additional copies were made 
gogue in 1592 A.D. (Remember, the and translated into English at the time of 
‘King of France” was of a long line of the the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia 
“upper class8 .) ( 19 17). This was when the Muslim world 

began to see “the handwriting on the 
4. The Red, six-pointed star being wall” (i.e., the next stage of the “snake’s” 

used asasignon the house of Rothschild plan was the takeover of the area of 
from 1563 A.D. Palestine). Who can deny that this stage 

of the plan is almost completed? The 
5. The Blue, six pointed star on a map shows clearly that the Zionist plan 

white field being accepted as their flag by is to include all the land between the 
the Zionists, 1897 A.D.. (The seven stars Rivers Euphrates and Nile, as symbol- 
were also under consideration for this ized on the Zionist flag: 
flag “seven-planetary rulers*.) The blue The triangles decorating the “snake” 
and white colors are the favorites of the are the single triangles, which, when 
barbarians, and are now the colors of the interlaced, become the six-pointed star 
United Nations. of Zionism. 

The progress of this “snake” has gone 
6. The incorporation of the five and far beyond the Muslim world. In fact, it 

six-pointed stars in the symbols of Ma- is now “embracing” America. This sym- 
sonry, and called “Mason’s Marks” by bolism of the snake with the “delta” 
Albert Mackey in his EncycZopedia of design is now being flashed on televi- 
Masonry, 1898 A.D. (about the same sion! It is a sinuous, horizontal move- 
time that the Zionist organization chose ment in green light with faint triangular 
its flag). designs along it. This representation 

has been shown during ‘light” shows, 
7. The single, Red five-pointed star especially when “heavy metal” or “rock 

being the chosen symbol of the “Jews” and roll” music is played. 
in the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, Whv is the svmbolism of. the snake 
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important? In our times it has come to be content to tell you that the above did not come from the “Indo-Iranian 
represent the adversary. Also, Corn- information was discovered about 1880 plateau” as those proponents of the 
mander Hatonn has said many times A.D. among some ancient Naacal tablets “Aryan languages” would have us be- 
that the adversary and his cohorts call in India by Col. James Churchward, who lieve. The teachings in the Naacal tab- 
themselves “the snake people”. Beyond wrote on the subject in his book The Lost lets prove that the later teachings of the 
that, the leader of the Khazars is known Continent of Mu. Mr. Churchward states Brahmins (who were the original “Ary- 
as the “KHAN”. that the ‘Naacals left Burma about ans” according to the philologists) are 

Dictionary interpretations have said 15,000 years ago”. indeed a CORRUPTION of the earlier 
that “KHAN” means “Prince” in theTatar The symbol of the unadorned snake writings. (I am greatly indebted to a 
language. I recently found a much simply meant “water” to the people of friend who brought Churchward’s writ- 
earlier interpretation-from the land Mu. It has since become greatly cor- ings to my attention, and to Commander 
ofm: “Khan” means setpent!! There rupted and debased by later priests. Hatonn who steered us both towards the 
is a great deal more to discuss on this Further, that the Naacals came from study of uMu”, also known as the former 
subject which must wait. For now I shall Burma is proof that the original “Vedas” continent of Lemuria). Further, the circle 

within a six-pointed’star & a symbol of 
the “Motherland of Mu”. 

n -1 

Please note in the map that the 
“snakeline” is halfway between Jerusa- 
lem and Somalia. Also, Baghdad is within 
the snake’s circle. There are now U.N. 
troops in both of these areas, the Mus- 
lims are pushing for a “Holy War”, and 
Israel continues to arm while remaining 
uncooperative. 

Esu told the people, when he was here 
about 2,000 years ago, that a sign of the 
end time would be: ‘And when ye shall 
see Jerusalem encompassed with armies, 
then know that the desolation thereof is 
nigh.” ( Luke 21120) 
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At A Grand Crossroads 
l/11/93 MOSES is in this manner that you bring about around the country. Truckers sat on “the 

much darkness and commit many acts in clock”, as you would say. The produce was 
Greetings to each of you this morning. stupidity which will require many genera- at risk of spoilage as time passed. It was a 

It is I, Moses, and we shall diverge this tions to settle. THESE ARE DEBTS IN- Monday morning and many produce sup- 
morning somewhat to speak of matters CURRED AGAINST YOUR BRETHREN OR pliers in many states were waiting for the 
which are of concern to some of you. For YOUR VERY SELF. You are left with a produce to supply schools, hospitals, res- 
you have the minds working overtime with created darkness unto which you must taurants, grocery storesand thelike. Thou- 
thoughts of just who is this one, Rosah, bring A HEALING LIGHT OF GOD. sands upon thousands of consumers were 
and from under what brick did she crawl? PRECIOUS CHILDREN, THE VERY waiting to be fed. Thousands upon thou- 
Well, the same question could be asked for WORSTTHINGANY OFYOU CAN DO ISTO sands of dollars had been spent to pur- 
any and every one of you. But, alas, this is TAKE AWAY THE FREE WILL OF ANOTHER chase the produce. Hundreds of dollars 
not the consideration here. TO ACT FOR SELF. FOR YOU NOT ONLY were being spent as the truckers were 

Let us take but one moment and look at STOPYOUR OWN SPIRITUALEVOLUTION, being paid for doing NOTHING. This is not 
the fact that each of you is an ENERGY YOU STOP THE SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION to mention the fact that THERE WAS NOW 
BEING visiting a physical form. Ifyou have OF ANOTHER. You, who do the same, will ONE GRAVELY HEART-BROKEN CHILD, 
learned a thing about your physical self be a long while in settling what you have WHO HAD LOST A DEAREST FRIEND AND 
and physical world, you should know by done in this nature. COMPANION. This child would suffer great 
now that THE PHYSICAL IS HERE TODAY And you might say, “WHAT GOES sadness and loss in the days to come. 
AND GONE THE MORROW. What is re- AROUND COMES AROUND.” Nay, for tis So, is one SMALL INFRACTION just one 
maining is the spiritual/energy part of not the case. In other words, if I slap you, SMALL INFRACTION? Will you ever know 
yourself which is created to be ETERNAL. tis not true that the very worst thing which the results of just one harmful deed? Can 
THIS IS CALLEDTHE SOUL. Now, you find might happen to me is to be slapped in any of you see, hear or know of just how 
yourselves in physical form yet within the likewise manner, IT IS NOT, THUSLY, AN you have impacted on your environment 
Earth sphere for you have DEBTS to settle EYE FOR AN EYE AND A TOOTH FOR A by just one negative action? So just what 
therein. There are few among you, who are TOOTH. A simple acti a DESTRUCTIVE is due the one who carelessly ran over the 
therein, who come as volunteers with but SEED, once planted potentially impacts in child’s dog? If the one who ran over the dog 
the desire to be of service in this, the end of all directions. had stopped, and offered to buy another 
the Earth cycle as you know the same to be. Let us share with you what I have dog or to make amends in every way pos- 
These are on missions of service.. .goodwill. shared previously with Rosa-h. For ex- sible, would the situation have been helped? 
The end of the Earth? Nay, for it is only the ample, suppose a careless and uncaring Well, perhaps not in terms of much of the 
end of a cycle, a circle, which is about to driver of a vehicle came along one morning loss in terms of dollars. But the energies, 
have closure. and ran across the dog of a small child, the negative energies associated around 

Let us look at that which is called a immediately killing the dog. 
HAPPENING. 

This same the situation might have been balanced to 
A HAPPENING, or EVENT, driver sped away in a cold and heartless adegree in the thinking of the child and the 

occurs when one or more energy lines manner, never stopping to attend to what mother. ANGER MAY HAVE BEEN RE- 
cross, or come in contact. These may cross he had done. It was early morning and the PLACED WITH LOVE AND COMPASSION. 
at 90 degrees or be as a head-on collision mother of the small child was about ready Then, the mother might have portrayed the 
or cross at many other varying degrees, to leave to go to work. The young child was same in a different manner to the owner, 
with varying speeds or forces. There may greatly saddened, to the point of grief, as who might have responded in a different 
be numerous energy lines to cross or col- the dog was a friend and companion, the manner to those up and down the line. For 
lide at the same time which may COM- child being without sibling. The mother of you must remember, it is NEGATIVE 
POUND THE IMPACT. THE NATURE OF this child would have to call in to work and WHICH BUILDS UPON NEGATIVE WHEN 
GOD’S WORKS IS THE INTERPLAY OF would then be late. TENDED, AND POSITIVE WHICH BUILDS 
ENERGIES, THIS INTERPLAY BEING PRE- Now, at the workplace, there was but UPON POSITIVE WHEN TENDED. So it is 
DICTABLEAND SYSTEMATIC, GOVERNED one who was familiar with the nature of the that LIKE GROWS LIKE. 
BY LAWS. accounts and how the same were pro- So, you have a very brief look at a chain 

Now, as regards each of you. You are grammed into various electronic devices. reaction set into place by one careless act. 
designed and created to be CO-CREATORS The owner of the business had entrusted In this case, who was responsible for the 
with God. Your actions are given to a FREE the same to this one office manager, and planting of the first seed? Well, the one 
WILL and are therefore created ofyou, with this had been a fairly safe procedure until who ran over the dog. Did the same have 
outside forces coming to interact bringing this day. Now, however, the assistant to any idea that he was responsible for such? 
closure or the lack of. It is the constant the office manager was on vacation and NO, MOST LIKELY NOT. Was he inter- 
decision-making ofeach ofyou which brings there was none other to operate the ma- ested? Most likely not. Is he accountable? 
LIGHT or ABSENCE of LIGHT to your soul. chinery and this spelled trouble. For there Most definitely. Will he have to settle his 
Many of you act in IGNORANCE and go were many trucks ready to be loaded with debt? Most certainly. Well, you might say, 
about with aTRIALand ERROR attitude. It produce to be shipped to many places ‘My goodness, he ONLY ran over a dog.” 

1 *‘, w’. . . . . LA .‘. AI ,,;‘, ‘:,‘,T,-e7,-!;- 
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ONLY A DOG! Precious Ones, turn the WILL NOT. LET IT BE KNOWN THAT YOU YOU! FOR THIS IS THE DESIGN OF THE 
word, dog, around, and what do you get? WHO ADHERE TO SUCH DESERVE TO COMMUNIST/SATANICONEWORLDGOV- 
GOD. ARE NOTTHE LEASTTHE GREAT- CONTINUE TO LIVE IN THE DARKNESS ERNMENT. 
EST AND THE GREATEST THE LEAST? WHICH FAST BEFALLS YOU. You, all of you, as children of the Cre- 
Precious ones, you are to love ALL CRE- Many of you cry, “Well, I follow the ator had best awaken to the fact that the 
ATIONS of the Creator. How can you love teachings of the church.” Woe, unto you. days of division and separation among 
the Creator and not the created? For you are following the teachings of the yourselves had best come to a halt. YOU 

Now, here comes a clincher. Many of antichrist. The antichrist would have the ARE ALL FROM THE SAME SOURCE AND 
you say, “Well, I have seen such and such very last one of you continue to SLEEP, YOU ARE ALL FIGHTING THE COMMON 
and they never paid!” or, “I just don’t losing the very last one of your GOD- ENEMY. YOU HAD BEST BE SETTING 
believe that. Look at so and so. He has GIVEN freedoms. But you would not know ASIDEYOURDIFFERENCES,YOUREGOS, 
never had to pay.” Perhaps not that you the difference. For, you will only do that AND UNITE FOR THE COMMON GOOD. 
could see. For you are as the one who ran which you are so told. You leave it all to Precious Child, we have digressed some- 
over the dog. You have been given only a prayer. Well, prayer is good and fine. You what. It was my desire to tell the readers 
very small portion of the picture. What are told to “PRAY ALWAYS”, but PRAYER somethingabouttherockfromunderwhich 
goes on outside your line of vision? And is only half of the equation. For it is the you emerged. Yea, for it was one large and 
what happens down the line? You will EXPRESSIVE end of the continuum. WHAT solid rock of fear and confusion and isola- 
most likely not be there to see, but you can OF THE RECEPTIVE END? What is the tion. For it was not so much that you had 
be assured of one thing...that boomerang other half? Just how many of you are on chased the dark side. Nay. This was not 
which you toss out as but one comes home the RECEIVING END? Nay, not the grand- the case. But that you withdrew to the 
to you with a family. Whether the family est numbers of you. FOR YOU WAIT FOR point of isolation from all sources such 
returns with gifts or with debts remains up OTHERS TO FEED YOU, AND THIS IS ONE that you became a recluse and alcoholic. 
to you. The rich with the poor...all receive DANGEROUS SITUATION. FOR, JUST But Rosah’s decision to withdraw, to 
according to their works. And if the works WHO IS DOING THE FEEDING? If those leave your sphere was not to be, for she had 
be good, even unto the thoughts (which are feeding you are telling you NOT to get one commitment, one promise to attend to. 
things), then oh how great the peace and INVOLVED, you can bet you are being FED She had the debt of leadership. And while 
the joy of the one who does good. FOR ALL the poison which will LEAD to your very she would have preferred to remain a cow- 
IS RECORDED AND YOU WILL SETTLE own destruction. FOR THE VERY BET OF ard, forever hidden away, twas not for her 
YOUR DEBTS, IF NOT IN THIS LIFE, THEN SATAN, HIMSELF, IS THAT YOU AS A to do. Messengers were sent upon her to 
IN LIVES TO COME. Yea, for it is so. COLLECTIVE, LAZY BUNCH WILL SIT IDLY awaken her to her mission and she turned 

Precious Children, you have been given BY AND DO NOTHING. slowly inward to renew her acquaintances, 
laws and a manner in which to live, that YOU CATHOLICS WHO ARE LOOKING which were never far away, except in her 
you might lessen your own suffering and FOR A SPLIT IN YOUR CHURCH. WELL, very own thinking. 
that of those around you. These laws are LOOK NO MORE. SOME OFYOU FINALLY Was the same an easy task? No, indeed, 
often perverted and thrown upon you as WOKE UP AND REALIZED WHO IS RUN- for it was at one point that she lived as 
diluted truths or lies, and you absorb and NING THE SHOW FROM AMONG YOUR homeless and slept in a car. Her fault? No. 
live the same as TRUTH. (Are you any less VERY TOP ECHELONS. Some of you fi- For, she was one day with job and the next 
accountable?) You go in ignorance and nally drew the line to the invasion of, and day without a means to survive. And 
extendyourown suffering. Thisgoeson life leadership by, the dark forces. Yes, there through no fault of her own. And were it 
after life, millennia after millennia. FOR, is a “new” kind of thinking among certain not for a homeless shelter, for which she 
THE EASY WAY IS TO BELIEVE THE FOL- select ones of you. Blessings unto you, for had once played a piano, she might not 
LOWERS OF DARKNESS WHOSE PLANS you, too, are crawling from beneath the have survived. For it was the director of 
HAVE NEVER BEEN BUT TO ENSLAVE rocks of antichrist oppression. For there this shelter who loaned her monies to get 
YOU, TO TAKE AWAY YOUR FREE WILL. are those among you who are receiving by. Who is she? Well, she is, as you, a 

This, Precious Ones, is exactly where direct revelations and your sleepy eyes and composite of all experiences. 
you stand at the moment with the SA- ears are awakening to Truths long hidden Why is it that she is now the one who 
TANIC ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT, and from you. speaks for Moses? Well, it was at another 
you are on the precipice of falling into What is the split? Well, this is the time and place that she learned to do so 
slavery, where those who LORD OVER split....THOSE, WHO ARE AWAKENINGTO and now is only in the recalling. For she 
YOU will do everything within their power TRUTH AND THOSE WHO REFUSE TO once walked among you at another time as 
TO TAKE AWAY YOUR RIGHT TO FREE AWAKEN. But, those ofyou whoareawak- Aaron, my brother. Is she Aaron? Yesand 
WILL. Precious Ones, the attitude of most ening have forgotten one point. WHY ARE No. For she is as you are, acomposite. And 
ofyou is BEYOND ASTOUNDING, Many-of YOUAWAKENING? FORWHATPURPOSE? she says, well, yea, how about the gold 
you have large families with NUMEROUS WELL, MOST CERTAINLY, YOU ARE AWAK- idols? What of it? Is she interested in gold 
CHILDREN in your care AND YOU WILL ENING TO TRUTH, TO FREEDOM. FOR- this day? No. Is she interested in the 
NOT SO MUCH AS RAISE A VOICE OR DO GET NOT THE PRICE OF FREEDOM, AND material this day? Well, yes, for so much of 
ONE THING TO STOP THE ADVANCES OF THAT THE POWERS THAT BE, THE ONES the same is needed to survive. There is no 
SATAN UPON YOU. DO THOSE OF YOU IN CONTROL OF YOUR WORLD HAVE greater desire within the heart of Rosah 
NOT THINK YOU HAVE A COLLECTIVE DESIGNS TO RIP FROM YOU YOUR MOST save it be to serve and to do the will of one 
INDEBTEDNESS TO AC3 FOR THE GOOD CHERISHED FREEDOM......YOUR FREE- Holy Creator....to work in the service ofher 
OF YOUR SOCIETY TO RETAIN YOUR DOM TO WORSHIP AS YOU VERY WELL ‘fellow man. How long has this one KNOWN 
FREEDOMS? What is with you that you PLEASE. FOR THE PLAN OF SATAN IS A me? WELL, FAR BEYOND YOUR VERY 
continue with such blatant-lIDI GARD ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND A ONE THINKING, OR HERVERY OWN, FORTHAT 
for the FREEDOMS OF@&H OF YOU? WORLD RELIGION, AND THOSE WHO MATTER. 
YET, THERE ARE LARGE NUMBERS OF WILL NOT BOW TO SATAN AND TAKE AN THE POINT IS THAT WHEN TWO OR 
YOU WHO HAVE THE WHEREWITHAL, OATH TO WORSHIP SATAN ANDTO “RE- MORE LINES CROSS, THE ENERGY IS 
FINANCIALLY, TO ACT, TO GET INVOLVED CEIVE THE MARK OF THE BEAST” MUST BROUGHT TO BEAR FOR CERTAIN HAP- 
ANDTO MAKEADIFFERENCE. YET,YOU GO-AND THIS MEANS YOU, YOU AND PENINGS TO OCCUR. WHETHER THE 
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SAME OCCURS IS TO A GREAT DEGREE 
DEPENDENT UPON THE FREE WILL OF 
EACH OF YOU. WELL, THE LINES HAVE 
CROSSED FOR ROSAH, AND SHE HAS 
REMEMBERED TO COME TO SERVE IN 
THE MANNER IN WHICH SHE HAD 
AGREED TO SERVE LONG AGO. 

For she too has avested interest in this 
country. She was among your Founding 
Fathers and has an incredible love and 
loyalty to this, the United States ofAmerica. 
She once walked as William Penn. And 
wishes me to stop, for the revelation of the 
same is disquieting to her. And she inter- 
jects, “Well, what about all the lives spent 
groveling?” Well, tisTRUTH. WHATABOUT 
THE TIME SPENT groveling in this one? 
ALL COMES FULL CIRCLE, PRECIOUS 
ONES. LOOK NOT UPON ONE’S FACE 
AND THINK YOU TO KNOW HIS DESTINY. 
YOU ARE GIVEN TO SEE AND KNOW A 
MERE SPECK AND WHAT YOU SEE AND 
SWEAR TO BE TRUTH MAY BE NO MORE 
THAN A LIE. FOR MANY ARE CALLED, 
BUT FEW REMAIN AS CHOSEN. AND, SO 
IT IS. 

THOSE WHO FOUGHT INTHE FOUND- 
ING OFTHESE UNITED STATES ARE BACK 
IN GRAND NUMBERS, AND IT MATTERS 
NOT THAT YOU DO NOT SEE, HEAR OR 
BELIEVE. FOR THESE SAME ONES ARE 
UNITINGTO BRINGYOU BACK FROM THE 
BRINK OF SLAVERY. JUST REMEMBER 
THE STORY OF THE BOY WITH THE DOG. 
FOR, TIS WHERE EACH OF YOU FALLS. 
FOR YOU CANNOT SEE OR KNOW THE 
REPERCUSSIONS OF ONE SMALL ACT, 
NORARE YOU MEANTTO. For, in time all 
is both seen and known. 

But, now comes PUT-UP OR SHUT-UP 
TIME. Which are you going to do? For if the 
greatest numbers of you choose to SHUT- 
UP, this might be your sentence for many 
ages into the FUTURE. If, on the other 
hand, you PUT UP your voices, your ac- 
tions for causes ofTRUTH AND FREEDOM, 
many of you will start chain reactions 
which will be literally FELT around the 
globe. FORYOUAREATAGRANDCROSS- 
ROADS WHERE MANY, MANY FORCES 
ARE BEING BROUGHT TO BEAR AND 
THE TIME OF LEARNING IS EVER SO 
GRAND. I am Moses. Blessings unto each 
of you. There are literally millions of us 
here within your very midst beyond the 
field of vision. Call upon us often for 
guidance. AND work, for the night is upon 
you. Alas, remember, tis the darkest just 
before dawn. AND TIS DARKNESS WHICH 
HAS FALLEN IN UPON YOU. I am Moses. 
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Introduction To Latest 
JOURNAL Going To Press 

l/11/93 #l HATONN 

INTRODUCTION 

Then there was a war in Heaven; 
Michael and the Angels under His com- 
mand fought the Dragon and his hosts of 
fallen angels. And the Dragon lost the 
battle and was forced from Heaven. This 
great Dragon-the ancient serpent called 
the devil, or Satan, the one deceiving the 
whole world-was thrown down onto the 
Earth with all his army. 

showed them to me; but again He said, 
“‘No, don’t do anything like that. I, 
too, am a servant of Jesus as you are, 
and as your brothers the prophets 
are, as well as all those who heed the 
truth stated in this Book. Worship 
God alone.” 

Then I heard a loud voice shouting 
across the Heavens, “It has happened at 
last! God’s salvation and the power and 
the rule, and the authority of His Christ 
are finally here; for the Accuser of our 
brothers has been thrown down from 
Heaven ONTO EARTH-he accused them 
day and night before our God......But woe 
to you people of the world, for the devil 
has come down to you in great anger, 
knowing that he has little time.” (Ex- 
cerpted from The Revelation, The Living 
Bible, Reference Edition: Rev. 12.) 

Then he instructed me, “Do not seal up 
what you have written, for the time of 
fulfillment is near. And when that time 
comes, all doing wrong will do it more 
and more; the vile will become more 
vile; good men will be better; those 
who are holy will continue on in 
greater holiness.” 

%ee, I am coming soon, and l@ 
reward is with Me, to pay EVERYONE 
ACCORDING TO THE DEEDS HE WAS 
DONE.. . . . . . . .” 

*** 

(Excerpt, Rev. 21:1-3): Then Isaw a 
new Earth (with no oceans!) and a new 
sky, for the present Earth and sky had 
disappeared. And I, John, saw the Holy 
City, the new Jerusalem, coming down 
from God out of Heaven. It was a glorious 
sight, beautiful as a bride at her wedding. 

May the Light of Holy God be with you 
as you sort of your journey path and 
purpose. Ours is to give you insight and 
avail you of that which has been and IS-- 
that which has been changed and hid- 
den from your eyes and consciousness in 
order to bring you down. 

Then the Angel said to me, lThese 
words are trustworthy and true: ‘I am 
coming soon!7 God, who tells Hisprophets 
what the future holds, has sent His Angel 
to tell you this will happen soon. Blessed 
are those who believe and all else written 
in the scroll.” [H: This %croll” is NOT 
any of the so-called “Holy” books! All 
of the so-called “Holy” books bear 
tampering even unto the one in use at 
this writing-but it will suffice. I, with 
the Hosts, bring the Holy Scrolls and 
this be Truth whether or not ye like of 
it!] 

(Excerpt, Rev. 22:3): There shall be 
nothing in the city which is evil; for the 
throne of God of the Lamb will be there, 
and His servants will worship Him. And 
they shall see His face; and His name 
shall be written on their foreheads. And 
there will be no night there-no need for 
lamps or sun-for the Lord God will be 
their light; and they shall reign forever 
and ever. 

You are experiencing in a time of 
contradictions and confusion-but you 
are given that with which to sort and 
guide actions. I can only present the 
programs offered by the ones on various 
“bandwagons” and “snake oils” and you 
must go to the other lessons and guide- 
lines from which you can easily discern 
actions for both security and privacy in 
waiting and sustaining. If you hop onto 
the enemy’s wagon and hand over your 
own head to the Serpent-then ye have 

Each and every “thing” i,s as valid 
and “real” as that of another-it does 

MADE YOUR CHOICE-EVEN IF IT BE 

not mean that the facts are either as 
presented to continue the charade of the 

TO REMAIN IGNORANT! 

Elite Serpent People-or good in revela- 
tion and purpose. It means that YOU 
MUST SEE BOTH SIDES AND DISCERN 
FOR SELVES AND JUDGE THE ACTIONS 
AND PRESENTATIONS FOR SELVES. WE 
ARE COME TO SHOW YOU THE WAY- 
NOTLIVEYOUREXPERIENCEFORYOU. 
WE OFFER-IT IS YOUR CHOICE 
WHETHER OR NOT TO ACCEPT THE 
GIFTS. 

Ij John, saw and heard all these things, You are in an expression of pre-pre- 
and fell down to worship the Angel who pared programs, propaganda, little truth 
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and nothing presented is for the purpose If ye set yourself forth as THE God-ye 
of YOUR freedom-only that movement shall as surely fall as the perceived cycles 
into the pits of the Dragon. You CAN live of the day. Further, when “Prideful Ego” 
in this world of pitfalls, programming leads the way-so shall come the fall. To 
and puppy-dog tales if you take within place a brother in despair and loss for 
that which God is sending in this man- your own gain is to have done it unto God 
ner, and through the hands of brothers, Himself. To cover thine own assets at the 
unto you. expense of another is indeed ill intent 

When ones of my own friends state and the cycle will be almost immediate in 
that I present lies and half-truths- I return in kind. So be it, readers-may 
suggest they most carefully LOOK you each be gaining in wisdom. I do not 
AGAIN-FIRST WITHIN! Further, I sug- come as a hap-hazard uteachern from 
gest the reading and studying of our somewhere out there-I COME AS “THE” 
work be THOROUGH and not skimmed TEACHER AND “HEAD MASTER” OF 
for content for, obviously, the WHOLE is THE COHANS THEMSELVES-I HAVE 
not making it through if these be your MY CREDENTIALS-SHOW MEYOURS!! 
conclusions. I am not come back unto 
this place with the Hosts of God and God GYEORGOS CERES ‘ATON’ 
Himself to delude, half-Truth or lie to 
you and I suggest that in current in- (and may the pronunciation not con- 
stances of confusion that it is not I who fuse YOU) 
lacks disciDline or Truth. It is one thing 
to effort to iool the people to protect egos ********+***************** 

washed out bn’dges you are going to get 
lost and at the least, go astray, and per- 
haps dive right into an open pit. You ARE 
THE DRIVER at the wheel of the vehicle 
making this journey-the steering and the 
choices along the way-ARE YOURS. 
Perhaps some of these touring instruction 
guides might serve you well-for goals 
are varied and, yet, there is ONLY ONE 
PATH ULTIMATELY-TO THE HIGHEST 
DESTINATION and THAT is wherein I 
serve. If you study the lessons offered 
you will see the pathway and how to get 
*there”. May *THE FORCE” be with you. 

lb********** 

DEDICATION 

To Jack McLamb, Police 
Officer (Ret .) 

An honor to his profession, to his 
brother and to “hi; Father” who is 

and embarrassment-it is quite another 
to state the above accusations. If my This JOURNAL shall be called: 
work is now felt to be lies and half- 
Truths in many instances-then I would PROGRAMMING, PITFALLS AND 
not burden these ones with my load for PUPPY-DOG TALES 
obviously their hearts are not in the task 
at hand-to spread that very word! IT In every journey there is a road-map, 
CANNOT BE BOTH WAYS, DO YOU SEE? whether or not you use it. If you take a 
I often speak in riddles and parables- wrong turn or ignore the detour signs and 
for I am not here to do your discerning 
and judging FOR YOU-anyone. I do not 
even discern or judge FOR MY SCRIBE! HELP SPREAD THE WORD 
She must take the lessons, the presenta- 
tions and discern and judge FOR SELF. I 

I would further state that accusa- 
PURCHASE MULTIPLE COPIES 

tions, response and actions made against OF THIS OR OTHER ISSUES OF 

another-are most often reflection of that THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
which would reside in the intent and AND PASS THEM OUT 
mind of the accuser. Would this mean TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
that I am working with ones who lie and 
give half-truths? INDEED-are there 
other? When the created thwart and 

1 

revolt and put themselves above the Cre- 
ator and against the Creator-the Cre- 
ator often attends the matter most thor- 
oughly and with great finality-note 
“above citings”. Again, the lips may 
speak one thing but within the heart 
expression of intent lies the validity of 
any and EVERY instance of action or 
thought. If the actions and thoughts 
‘fit”, then keep or remove the shoes but 
do not blame God for misfitting the feet! 
YOU no longer have time for the playing 
of little games regarding this passage 
and choices must be made-on both 
sides of the activities-you in choosing- 
I in responsibility unto the whole of the 
flock. So be it. May each expression be 
a guide to better choices. If a “thing” be 
presented unto you-handle it cau- 
tiously, follow the instructions for pri- 
vacy and sovereignty in the Light and act 
or wisely ‘wait upon the Lord” for more 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD 

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message, 
simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/ 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-l. 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using 

the program PKZIP. 
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, 

constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily 
writings, PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 

THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work. 

If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (800) 800-5565. 

Spread the WORD 
- 

I 

well pleased. I salute you. 

c * 
FUNDING 

THE PHOENlX INSTITUTE 
AND 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER 

Funds in Banks, Stocks. Bonds. Mu- 
tual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all 
help support the Adversary. 

Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to 
support the work of the Hosts, The 
Constitutional Law Center and pub- 
lishing/ distributing The Word. Tax 
Deductible contributions can be made 
to the Court of Last Resort. 

For information please telephone 
(805) 822-0601. Thank You. 
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Good Police Officers Speak Out 
Our Constitution Reigns Supreme 
Consider The Case Of Motor Vehicles 

SPECIAL POLICE OFFICER Thomnson v Smith 154 SE 579 states: “Upon researching this subject over 
BULLETIN many months, substantial case law has pre- 

It could not be stated more conclusively sented itself that completely substantiates 
AID 6s ABET Newsletter that Citizens of the states have a right to the position that the ‘right to travel unre- 

travel, without approval or restriction, (li- stricted upon the nation’s highways is and 
by Officer Jack McLamb, Ret. tense,) and that this right is protected has always been a fundamental right of every 

under the U.S. Constitution. Here are citizen.” 
other court decisions that expound the This means that the “beliefs and opin- 

Constitutional Issues For Lawmen same facts: ions” our state legislators, the courts, and 
NO. 11 those of us involved in the law enforcement 

Case #3 “rhe right to travel is a part of profession have acted upon for years have 
the liberty of which the citizens cannot be been in error. Researchersarmedwith actual 

U.S. COURTS CONFIRM: deprived without due process of law under facts state that U.S. case law isoverwhelming 
“DRMNG A MOTOR VEHICLE” IS the 5th Amendment.” Kent v Dulles, 357 in determining that-to restrict, in any fash- 

A RIGHT- U.S. 116, 125 ion, the movement of the individual American 
NOT GOVERNMENT PRIVILEGE in the free exercise of their right to travel 

Case #4 ‘Undoubtedly the right of upon the roadways, (excluding “com- 
For many years professionals within locomotion, the right to remove from one merce” which the state legislatures are 

the criminal justice system have acted place to another according to inclination, correct in regulating), is a serious breach 
upon the belief that traveling by motor is an attribute of personal liberty, and the of those freedoms secured by the U.S. 
vehicle upon the roadway was a privilege right, ordinarily, of free transit from or Constitution, and most state constitu- 
that was gained by a citizen only after through the territory of any State is a right tions, i.e., it is unlawful. 
approval by their respective state govern- secured by the 14th Amendment and by THE REVELATION THAT THE AMERI- 
ment in the form of the issuance of a permit other provisions of the Constitution,” CAN CITIZEN HAS ALWAYS HAD THE 
or license to that particular individual. Schactman v Dulles, 96 Apn. D.C. 287, INALIENABLE RIGHTTOTRAVEL RAISES 

Legislators, Police Officers and court 293. PROFOUND QUESTIONS TO THOSE 
officials are becoming aware that there are WHO ARE INVOLVED IN MAKING AND 
now court decisions that prove the fallacy FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT ENFORCING STATE LAWS. 
of the legal opinion that “driving is a privi- The first of such questions may very 
lege and therefore requires government As hard as it is for those of us in law well be: If the States have been enforcing 
approval, i.e., a licensen. Some of these enforcement to believe, there is no room for laws that are unconstitutional on their 
cases are: speculation in these court decisions. The face, it would seem that there must be 

American citizen does indeed have the some way that a state can lenallv put 
Case #l (LEven the legislature has no inalienable right to use the roadways unre- restrictions, such as licensing require- 

power to deny to a citizen the right to travel ments, mandatory insurance, vehicle reg- stricted in any manner as long as they are 
upon the highway and transport his prop- notdamagingorviolatingpropertyor rights istration, D.W.I. roadblocks, to name 
erty in the ordinary course of his business of another. just a few, on a citizen’s constitutionally 
or pleasure, though this right may be regu- Government, inreouiringthe people to file protected right. Is that not so? 
lated in accordance with the public inter- for drivers licenses, vehicle registrations, For the answer to this question let us 
est and convenience.” Chicago Motor mandatory insurance, and demanding they look, once again, to the U.S. courts for a 
Coach v Chicano 169 NE 22 stop for vehicle inspections, DUI/DWI road- determination on this very issue. 

(“Regulated” here means traffic safety blocks, etc., without question, are ‘restrict- 
enforcement, stop lights, signs, etc., NOT a ing”, and therefore m, the Peoples The case of Hertado v California, 110 
privilege that requires permission, i.e., ve- common law right to travel. U.S. 5 16 states very plainly: ‘The State 
hicle registration, etc.) Is this a new legal interpretation on this cannot diminish rights of the people.” 

subject of the right to travel? Apparently not. 
Case #2 “The right of the citizen to The American CitizensandLawmenAssocia- “The assertion of federal rights, when 

travel upon the public highways and to tion in conjunctionwithTheU.S. Federal Law plainly and reasonably made, is not to be 
transport his property thereon, either by Research Center are presently involved in defeated under the name of local prac- 
carriage or by automobile, is not a mere studies in several areas involving questions tice.” Davis v Wechsler 263 U.S. 22.24 
privilege which a city may prohibit or per- on Constitutional Law. One of the many Would we not say that ‘these judicial 
mit at will, but a common right which he areas under review is the area of “Citizens decisions are straight to the point-that 
has under the pursuit of happiness.” right to travel.” In an interview a spokesman there is no lawful method for government 
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to put restrict.ions or limitations on rights 
belonging to the people? 

Other cases are even more straight for- 
ward: 

‘Where rights secured by the Constitu- 
tion are involved, there can be no rule 
making or legislation which would abro- 
gate them.” Miranda v Arizona, 384 U.S. 
436, 49 1. 

“The claim and exercise of a constitu- 
tional right cannot be converted into a 
crime.” Miller v U.S. 230 F 2d 486, 489 

“There can be no sanction or penalty 
imposed upon one because of this exercise 
of constitutional rights.” Sherer v Cullen, 
481 F. 945 (There is no question that a 
citation/ticket issued by a Police Officer, 
for no drivers license, no current registra- 
tion, no vehicle insurance, etc., which car- 
ries a fine or jail time, is a penalty or 
sanction, and is indeed “converting a Right 
into a crime.“) 

We could go on, quoting court decision 
after court decision; however, in addition, 
the Constitution itself answers our ques- 
tion, “Can a government legally put re- 
strictions on the rights of the American 
people at anytime, for any reason”? (Such 
as in this particular case-when the gov- 
ernment believes it to be for the safety and 
welfare of the people.) 

The answer is found in ARTICLE SIX of 
the U.S. Constitution: 

WThis Constitution, and the Laws of 
the United States which shall be made 
in Pursuance thereof;;..shall be the su- 
pmme Law of the Land; and the Judges 
in evem State shall be bound there@ 
any Thing in the Constitution or Law; 
of anq State to the Contmry not with- 
standing.” (This tells us that the U.S. 
Constitution is to be upheld over any state, 
county, or city laws that are in opposition 
to it.) 

In the same Article it goes on to say just 
who it is within our governments that is 
bound by this Supreme Law: 

MThe Senators and Representatives 
before mentioned, and the Members of 
the several State Legislatums, and all 

that, under every circumstance, the above 
listed officials in these United States must 
hold this document’s tenets sunreme over 
any other laws, regulations, or orders. 
Every U.S. Police Officer knows that they 
have sworn an oath to the people of our 
nation that we will not only protect their 
lives and property, but that we will uphold 
and protect their freedoms and rights un- 
der the Supreme laws of this nation, the 
U.S. Constitution. 

In this regard then, we must agree 
that those within government that re- 
strict a Citizen’s rights (such as restrict- 
ing the peoples’ right to travel) are 
acting in violation of his or her oath of 
office and are actually committing a 
crime against such Citizens. 

Here’s an interesting question. Is igno- 
rance of these laws an excuse for such acts 
by officials? 

If we am 9 follow the qetter of the 
lawn&as we am sworn to do), this places 
officials that imolve themselves in such 
unlawful acts in an unfazmuble legal 
situation. For it is afelony andfedenxl 
crime to violate or deprive citizens of 
their Constitutionallyprotected rights. 

Our system of law dictates the fact that 
there are only two ways to legally remove a 
right belonging to the people. These are: 
(#l) by lawfully amending the Constitu- 
tion, or (#2) by a person knowinnlv waiving 
a particular right. 

Some of the confusion in our present 
system has arisen because many millions 
of people have waived their right to travel 
uunrestricted” upon the roadways of the 
states and opted into the jurisdiction of the 
state for various reasons. Those who have 
knowinglv given up these rights are now 
lenallv regulated by state law, the proper 
courts, and “sworn, constitutionally em- 
powered officers-of-the-law”, and must 
acquire proper permits, registrations, in- 
surance, etc. 

There are basically two groups of people 
in this category: 

#l: Any citizens who involve them- 
selves in ucommercen (business for pri- 
vate gain), upon the highways of the 
state. 

Here is what the courts have said about 
this: 

U...For while a citizen has the right to 
executive andjudicial Officers, both of travel upon the public highways and to 
the United St&es and of the seueml transport his property thereon, that right 
States, shall be bound by Oath or does not extend to the use of the highways, 
Affirmation, to support this Constitu- either in whole or in part, as a place for 
tion.” ART. 6 U.S. CONST. private gain. For the latter purpose no 

person has a vested right to use the high- 
We know that Police Officers are a part ways of the state, but it is a privilege or 

of the Executive branch. We are “Execu- license which the legislature may grant or 
tive Ofiicers”, withhold at its discretion.. .” State v John- 

Article 6 above, is called the SU- son, 243 P. 1073, 1078. 
PREMACY CLAUSE, and it clearly states Other U.S. court cases that confirm and 
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point out the difference between the “right” 
of the citizen to travel and a government 
“privilege” are: Barney v Board of Railroad 
Commissioners; State v City of Spokane, 
186 P. 864; Ex Parte Dickey (Dickey v 
Davis), 85 S.E. 78 1; Teche Lines v Danforth 
12 So.2d 784. 

Thereare numerousother courtdecisions 
that spell out the JURISDICTION issue in 
these two distinctly different activities. How- 
ever, because of space restrictions we will 
leave it up to officers to research it further for 
themselves, (See last page for additional 
references.) 

#2: The second group of citizens that 
are legally under the jurisdiction of the 
state is the individual citizen who has 
vol~tarily and knowIn& waived their 
right to travel %nregulated and unre- 
stictedn by requesting placement under 
such jurisdiction through the acquisition 
of a state drivers license, vehicle registra- 
tion, mandatory insurance, etc. (in other 
words %y contract oe). 

We should remember what makes this 
“legal”- andnotaviolationoftheindividual’s 
common law right to travel “unrestricted” - 
is that they knowinglv volunteer, i?eely, by 
contract, to waive their right. If they were 
forced, coerced or unknowingly placed under 
the State’s powers, the courts have said it is 
a clear violation of their rights. 

This in itself raises a very interesting 
question. What percentage of the people in 
each state have fded, and received, licenses, 
registrations, insurance, etc., after errone- 
ously being advised by their government that 
it was mandator? 

Many of our courts, attorneys and Police 
Officers are just becoming informed about 
this important issue and the difference be- 
tween “Privileges vs. Rights”. We can as- 
sume that the majority of those Americans 
carrying state licenses, vehicle registrations, 
etc., have no knowledge of the rights they 
waived in obeying laws such as these that 
the U.S. Constitution clearly states are 
unlawful, i.e., ‘laws of no effect”. In other 
words - “LAWS THAT ARE NOT LAWS AT 
&.” 

OUR SWORN DUTY 

An area of serious consideration for 
every Police Officer is to understand that 
the most important law in our land he has 
taken an oath to protect, defend, AND 
ENFORCE, is not state laws, but, that law 
that supersedes all laws in our nation-the 
U.S. Constitution. If laws in a particular 
Police Officer’s state or local community 
are in conflict with the SUPREME LAW of 
our nation, there is no question that the 
officer’s duty is to “uphold the U.S. Consti- 
tution”. 

What does this mean to the “patrol 
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officer” who will be the only sworn “Execu- of Americans that go by titles such as: this time for “rights” that only a relatively 
tive Officer” on the scene, when knowl- “Constitutionalist”, “Freeman”, and “Pa- few such “informed” Americans realize 
edgeable Citizens raise serious objections triot”. they have, would be difficult at best. It is 
over possession of insurance, drivers li- We have been told by federal officials also quite understandable that this is up- 
tenses and other restrictions? It definitely and agencies that these individuals are setting to those in government who for 
means these officers will be faced with a any, or all, of the following: radicals, rat- years have not had anyone around to call 
hard decision. (Most certainly if that deci- ists, violence prone, anti-American, anar- attention to such infringements on the 
sion affects state, city or county revenues, chists, Communist, bigots, tax protestors, public’s rights. In addition, it seems the 
such as the issuing of citations do.) neo-Nazis, right-wing fanatics, to name general consensus among such govern- 

Example: If a state legislator, judge or a just a few. The latest is “White Supremist”. ment officials is that such insignificant 
superior tells a Police Officer to proceed This seems strange to many Police Officers issues as this “right to travel vs privilege to 
and enforce a contradictory (illegal) state since professional encounters have proven drive” is something that seems to be such 
law rather than the Supreme Law of this that there are Indians, Orientals, Hispan- a”smallandnecessary infringement when 
country, what is that usworn Officer” to its, Caucasians, and Blacks in many of one considers the overall good which comes 
do? Although we may not want to hear it, these groups. through strong government control over all 
there is but one right answer: “the Officer Many Police Officers are voluntarily at- our lives.” 
is duty bound to uphold his oath of office” tending local meetings of such groups, In keeping with this philosophy, our 
and obey the highest laws of the nation. which are open to the public, in an effort to leaders annually promote the adoption of 
THIS IS OUR SWORN DUTY AND IT IS THE find out what these ucrazy” Americans are approximately 17,000 new laws and hun- 
LAW! all about. In almost every letter our agency dreds of thousands of new regulations in 

Such a strong honest stand taken by a has received over the last 5 years from the U.S. For every new law or regulation 
Police Officer, upholding his or her oath of Police Officers who have personally at- passed, someone’s freedoms are restricted. 
office, takes moral strength of character. It tended such meetings, we have heard a far The mistake made by many is believing 
will, without question, “SEPARATE THE different story about these people. These that only the “Bad Guys’ A rights are 
MEN FROM THE BOYS.” Such honest and officers will commonly use several or many of restricted by new laws. The wise Police 
straightforward decisions on behalf of a the following terms in describing these indi- Officer, who has to enforce all these new 
government official have often caused pres- viduals. They describe these people as: well laws, knows that if this “there ought to be 
sure to be applied to force such officers to educated in the law, history and national a law” mentality continues, a police state 
set aside, or compromise, their morals or affairs, morally upstanding and honest, non- is inevitable. Of course not all Police 
convictions. violent, rational, hard working, and fanati- Officers are against being given more power 

As a solace for those brave souls in tally dedicated to Godand Country. Ii&d, and control over our fellow countrymen 
uniform that will stand up for law and &i&the kindof A ntehansforourg each year. 
justice, even when it’s unpopular, or un- ment to bewcrtle ofl As to the driver’s license issue, there are 
comfortable to do so...let me say this: In Whatever these people are, there is one many of the Peoples’ “Servantsn that be- 
any legal stand-off over a sworn official thingwe all can say for sure. These individual lieve it’s in the best interest of Government 
“violating” or “upholding” their oath of Americans are unlike most of the people in that the People, knowinglv or unknow- 
office, those that would side with the “vio- our nation today in one very obvious way. &&, trade their “common law rights” for 
lation” should inevitably lose. This group of people believe in study and “government granted privileges”. Ofcourse 

Our Founding Fathers assured us, on acquiring knowledge. They have an unusu- a government-granted privilege of per- 
many occasions, the following: ally well founded understanding ofthe rights mit can be rescinded at any time, an 

ofevery American, which is more than we can INALIENABLE RIGHT of the People can- 
Defending our freedoms in the face say for most government officials. not. 

of people that would for %xpedient% Another thing we know as “face is that 
sake”, or behind the guise, “for the many of these individuals are also very defen- SAVE US FROM “EDUCATED” 
safety and welfare of the masseti, ig- sive and protective over any government AMERICANS 
nore peoples’ rtghts, wouzd forvwer de- infringement on what they believe to be “God 
mand sacrifice and viqilance frvm those given rights”. As difficult as it is for some officials to 
that desired to vwnain five. A hundred years ago these fanatical Patri- adjust to (officers included), we now have 

otic Americans would have been held in high some Americans among us that ‘know 
That soundsalittle like ‘Freedomis not esteem by their fellow countrymen. But their rights”. And, as if that wasn’t bad 

free!” today, in our highly controlled society where enough, these individuals profess that - 
Every Police Officer should keep the the vast number of Americans have been ‘every Right is as important as the next.” 

following U.S. court ruling, that was cov- taught that Government is seldom to be Of course they’re correct, but, the truth 
ered earlier, in mind before issuing cita- challenged and alwavs obevedwithout ques- is, we Police Officers get a bit indignant 
tions in regard to “mandatory licensing, tion, this last remnant of free thinking indi- over being told we have erred in the past by 
registration and insurance”- versus-“the viduals now find themselves scoffed at by ignoring some of our countrymen’s basic 
right of the people to travel unencumbered”: their less ucourageous and informed” coun- rights. Even so, every Police Officer has an 

“THE CLAIM AND EXERCISE OF A trymen. important choice to make when it comes to 
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT CANNOT BE It is no secret to Police Officers why these ’ handling those “Freeman” today. Several 
CONVERTED INTO A CRIME.” Miller v people are so reviled and pursued by govern- are as follows: 
U.S. 230 F. 2d 486, 489. ment officials, whose job it is to prepare this 

And as we have seen, “traveling freely”, nation’s people for greater restrictions and 1. Officers can make it as rough as 
going about one’s daily activities, is the control over their daily lives - “for the good possible on these individuals who wish to 
exercise of a most basic right. of Society as a whole”, of course. retain their freedoms. Officers can come 

down hard on these sometimesarrogant (and 
THE FREEMAN MOVEMENT MAKING ADJUSTMENTS-DIFFICULT perhaps a bit foolish) Americans that are 

f&y convinced that they still live in anation 
There is a growing national movement To make adjustments in the system at with a government y of, for. and bv the 

. 
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people.“.....OR.- sibility for damage they may cause to the 
2. We can try our best to understand person or property of another. They expect 

them and their obsessive desire for “free- the ‘police powers’ to correct them if they 
dam”, which isn’t illegal as of this writing. In become inattentive or careless. When ob- 
so doing, we can try to understand their served committing some actor omission that 
“reasoning, which is surprisingly very simi- is a clear endangerment to others, they will 
lar to some of our nation’s past Statesmen, expect to be confronted and, if necessary, 
like Daniel Webster, when he reminded our arrested. 
forefathers: The Freeman’s real “bone of contention”, 

according to my friend, “is the manner in 
“IF THIS CONSTITU7’ION BE PICKED which the government, surreptitiously, con- 

AWAY BP PIECEMZML (piece by piece), XT verts rights, belonging to the people, into a 
IS GONE AS EFFECTIVELY AS IF A MZLI- government-granted, regulated and taxed 
TARP DESPOT WAD GRASPED IT, privilege.” He further stated, “Freemen 
T-LED IT UNDERFOOT, AND SCAT- object to the use of the ‘police powers’ as 
TERED IT TO THE WLNDS.” a‘revenue enhancement’ toolvia the cash 

register courts.” 
Another American recently made this I explained to him that many Police Offic- 

rather radical statement: ers feel the same way about being trained to, 
daily, hunt, track and capture the unsus- 

they believe is right. 
As for me, I’m much more afraid of the 

growing numbers of “SPINELESS, 
PUSSY-FOOTIN’, LIMP-WRISTED, 
MEALY-MOUTHED, FORKED- 
TONGUED, COMPROMISING PUSH- 
OVERS” that pass themselves off for 
REAL AMERICANS, than I am of those 
who, RIGHT OR WRONG, “tell it the way 
they believe it is” and stand squarely 
behind their convictions. Can I have an 
AMEN to that? 

“IT Is NOT THE FUNCTION OF OUR petting citizen as PREY, “binding-up” this 
GOVERNMENT To KEEP THE CI’TIZEN prey for the Courts to methodically SKIN. 
FROM FAUIXNG INTO ERROR; fi Is THE Lastly, the officer objects to being made to 
FUNCTIONOFTHECITI2JENTOKEEPTHE take the “HEAD” (count) of his prey for the 
GOVERNMENT FROM FAUINO INTO ER- precinct wall where hangs the monthly officer 
ROR.” Justice Robert H. Jackson, 1954. recap or quota sheets. 
(This, of course, sounds like SEDITION to a I further explained that the intelligent, 
Bureaucrat .) dedicated, Police Officer resents being made 

the peoples’ADVERSARY. They want to work 
As to “Officer choices”...it is more than with the people as a friend and serve them as 

obvious that if we choose to support our their protectors, as was the “Peace Officer’s” 
oaths, and therefore our fellow countrymen’s role of the past. 
rights, we will need great courage. It will 

It is for this reason, this editor be- 
lieves, we should not fear these Free- 
man/Patriots. Instead, perhaps, we 
should have great concern for those 
among us that turn a deaf ear to “voices” 
that expound the values that have estab- 
lished this land that we are privileged 
and proud to live and raise our families 
in. 

It might very well be said that the 
strongest evidence that we still live in the 
Land of Liberty would be if these Free- 
men were able to exercise their rights to 
speech and to redress the government of 
their grievances, without Police Officers 
and the courts seeking them out and 
persecuting them for being so bold. (Of 
course if we could just convince them to 
promote something important and whole- 
some like.. ..say.. . . Satanism, Drugs, Sod- 
omy, Pornography, Marxism, etc., etc., 

require that “both sides” become more un- Itseemstobeapoorjdgemed caZZor we Police Officers wouldn’t be allowed to 
derstanding of each other’s obligations and a cuse of misplaced prtorities, in’ the touch them. But, preach the CONSTITU- 
duties. As officers, youwill at times, be sorely m&u& of most city Police O@&ers, when TION and LIMITED GOVERNMENT and 
taxed and tempted to “correct a particular theyarremadetospendamqjorityof their you and I know.. .thev are asking for big 
attitude forthwith”, when a Freeman, Pa- %m rrxdio caZZ” &z.e, Zicrking on SZYX& trouble!) 
t-riot, Constitutionalist (what-ever-the-name), corners, aUemp&gtobackandcaptxnv 
rather crudely, or rudely, expresses hisviews goad citizens ping about their daily ONE FINAL THOUGHT 
to you. activitiesfor tzvi#ic vioZations when the (straight from the editor) 

It will take great patience to understand maZ criminaZ element is in #zese same 
that these people are attempting to regain citizens’ homes and neighborhoods rap- For you BRAVE STREET SOLDIERS 
and save certain rights that belongnot only to ing, robbing and bwyZarMng at wiZZ. who want a truly invigorating experi- 
them, but, to everv Police Officer and their ence, try this: 
familv. After my unexpected little speech, my The next time you encounter, “pro- 

We must remember that EVERY AMERI- Freeman friend grew silent for amoment. He fessionally”, one of these unusually con- 
then looked me in the eyes, as if in disbelief, CAN, (Police Officers, and Freeman included) cerned American Freeman who has just 

has not just the right, but the DUTY, to point and said, . . . . “and where might these fine told you that “he or she is not legally 
out perceived injustices in our system of Officers be found?” required to have a license,” (and is now 
government. The truth is, most Police Of&- standing-by to absorb your wrath), 
ers would have little respect for any American A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME..... try.. .extending your hand in friendship, 
that shirked this most important patriotic put on a smile, and utter words some- 
duty. By any name, Freeman, Patriot, Con- thing like this: 

stitutionalist, I doubt that there are many 
HOW TO TELL A BOGUS FREEMAN Police Officers that don’t hope and pray UMy famiZy and I thank you 

Americans will always cry out loudly, for your vigilance and commtt- 
I inquired of a very respected and well and take the firmest stand, when they ment to our liberttes, and we 

known Freeman as to how an Officer could honestly believe they have grievances hope you will continue to fight 
tellatrue,dyed-in-the-IlagFREEMANfroma with their government. I hope, for our and stand up for all of our 
fake. Here is a small portion of his response: nation, and for the sake of our children’s Rights. May God go with you, 

“A Freeman does not believe he is above future, that I echo the feelings of the U.S. my Countryman. n 

the law. To the contrary. Those who truly Lawmen when I say that rather than 
understand, take full responsibility for their LESS of these ‘loudmouth” concerned RISK POTENTIAL 
own actions. They do not drive while under Americans, who are not afraid to stand 
the influence, DUI/DWI. They are very cau- up and be counted, (even if they go to jail Yes, there is a risk to such actions taken 
tious in their driving habits. They obey the or worse), that we need MORE Ameri- by a Police Officer. Not a risk to the officer, 
rules of the road. They take personal respon- cans that care enough to fight for what however, but to the “Freeman”, who may 
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have a coronary attack at the scene. 
Several officers have written to express 

their own personal reactions, after having 
taken similar “irregular actions” when 
confronting a Freeman in an “enforce- 
ment” scenario. One officer said, “It felt 
good”. . .like he had just “pushed some tea 
in the harbor somewhere!” Another officer 
explained it this way: “For a fleeting 
moment...1 really felt what it was like to be 
a friend of the motorist, instead of playing 
the role of the plunderous Sheriff of 
Nottingham!” 

I think it’s important to note that no 
officer, after having warmly greeted and 
congratulated aFreeman, without isssuing 
a citation, has reported - ‘the earth open- 
ing up and swallowing them”. 

- THE EDITOR 

* * l * * * * * * 

EDITOR’S REOUEST: 

Aid & Abet News requests input on the 
proper implementation of an orderly method 
for returning to the days when Americans 
did not have driver’s licenses, registra- 
tions, insurance, etc. It has been many 
years that Police, and other government 
agencies have used this information for 
what is believed to be for “the good of the 
community”, i.e., investigating Hit and 
Runs, stolen vehicles, and other crimes 
where a vehicle was involved, to name just 
one such area. 

“Just how can we continue to compete 
with the criminal element if government 
were to do away with such means of recog- 
nition?” is one of the major questions that 
has perplexed many officers. 

Recognizing that these requirements 
placed on the People by their government is 
a violation of their rights, and can not be 
enforced “legally” is only half the battle. 
What is needed now is a time of “cease 
fire”, a moratorium for every Police officer 
to stop writing tickets for such laws. It is 
a time for officers to use their own good 
judgement. Officers may find themselves 
pressured to continue to violate the people’s 
rights by those whose only concern is 
government revenues and more govern- 
ment power and control. 

We, the “People’s protectors”, must 
remember: “No one in government, not 
legislators, judges, bureaucrats, nor gov- 
ernment superiors, can make a Police Of- 
ficer violate his or her oath of office!” That 
is a very personal decision that we each will 
make and live with. This is a time for 
reflection and research into which of these 
“restrictive devices”, in the eyes of the 
public, and the eyes of the government, is 
actually NECESSARY, not - “just nice to 
have*. 

It is important that logic, rather than 

emotion, be used to pave the way back to 
the time when an individual’s rights were 
not trampled by swarms of government 
agencies and officials. 

IF WE CARE - IT CAN BE DONE. 

* * * 

FOR MORE INFORMATION on this in- 
teresting subject we recommend that you 
write and ask for several books that are 
available through m Ba ABETNE WS, BOX 
8787, PHOENIX, AZ 85066: 

1. Break the Rules and Win 

2. Pied Pipers of Babylon 
($15.00 each - postage paid.) 

* * * 

OFFICER WITH “HEART” SABOTAGES 
TICKETS 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Police on Thursday 
were investigating about 1,050 apparently 
bogus traffic tickets written by a veteran 
officer who said he simply didn’t have the 
heart to write any more real tickets. 

Michael Ghrist, a 17-year veteran of the 
force, was suspended Tuesday for 25 days. 

“I had a conscience. I had a heart,” he 
said. “I started seeing the human beings 
behind the driver’s wheels.” 

(- Compiled from The Associated Press 
and United Press International.) 

* * * 

DISCLAIMER: 

The publisher and staff of AID & ABET 
NEWS to Lawmen are not attorneys and do 
not practice law or give legal opinion-ven 
though we believe we should have this free- 
dom under the Constitution. Free disclosure 
of the law is imperative to not just Police 
Officers, but, to every American. It is too bad 
that certain individuals within society have 
been allowed by the Courts (which the 
same ELITISTS control), to monopolize this 
vital area and make it a criminal act for 
others. 

It is our opinion that, if our present day 
attorneys and jurists had been around when 
Moses returned from the mountain proclaim- 
ing to the people the TRUE LAW, we can be 
assured they would have called a Police 
Officer and had him CHARGED &BOOKED. 

(Sounds like a good subject for another 
Aid Ba Abet Bulletin.) 

ABOUT THE EDITOR 

Officer Jack McLamb RET. is one of a 
new breed whose dedication to his job, his 
country, and its Constitution goes beyond 
the usual. Jack’s writings to his fellow 
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Police Officers in the U.S. on Constitu- 
tional and moral issues have helped to 
educate many in the need to study and put 
into practice those values that are respon- 
sible for making our nation the foremost 
bastion of freedom in the world. 

-Arizona State Senator, Wayne Stump 
* * * 

(Editor’s note: See TILT Wordad on page 
9 for information on ordering the audio 
tapes of an excellent Constitutional talk 
by Retired Police Officer Jack McLamb 
that covers his background and the inter- 
esting path of how he got to what he now 
does.) 

Pleiades Connection 
JOURNALS Update 

l/ 15/93 PHOENIX LIBERATOR DESK 

Upon receiving word of an intended 
“Contempt of Court” action initiated by 
the attorneys for the University of Science 
and Philosophy, Tehachapi Distributing, 
acting in good faith and in accordance with 
the Federal Court order (directed at George 
and Desiree’Green, AmericaWest Publish- 
ers, America West Distributors, Doris and 
EJ Ekker), has divested itself of all PZeiades 
Connection series JOURNALS, including 
AIDS: THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE and 
MATTER ANTI-MATTER. Tehachapi Dis- 
tributing is now out of business and no 
longer has any of these books. 

Through the attorneys of the University 
of Science and Philosophy, the books were 
ordered to be destroyed by dumping or by 
fire...the most precious books on the 
planet destroyed by fire! (The Adversary 
shows his hand every time!) The books 
have now been delivered into the hands of 
the Federal Court in Fresno, California. 

It should be clearly understood that a 
Contempt of Court action in this case could 
mean imprisonment for Dharma, even 
though she has no relationship with the 
independent book distributor, Tehachapi 
Distributing and even though the books 
are now held by the court. 

Of the 67 JOURNALS currently in print, 
the 8-19 JOURNALS which scientifically 
outline the nature of God and the physics 
of the Universe are the very books which 
have been banned. This information was 
given for the benefit of all mankind and, 
incidentally, this court action ought to 
emphasize better than anything else - for 
those with eyes to see -just how impor- 
tant those Pleiades Connection series of 
JOURNALS are! 
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Restore Our Constitution 
(Continued from front page) 

NOTHING with which to do. My urging is required witnesses! The volumes were, 
that America West settle its accounts with 

laws. You MUST utilize the system at hand 
however, delivered by driver via instruc- for you cannot simply WAR against it- 

any and all distributing companies before tions of Mr. Martin, to the Fresno Federal look at what is happening to Iraq: YOU 
this dust settles. Court Judge where they will be housed CANNOT WIN AGAINSTTHE WORLD AS IT 

I also repeat: Ido not give lies and harf- until this is settled. We knew it would be IS STRUCTURED, SO YOU MUST BUILD 
truths and, further, it is invidious to me ugly and difficult but we had no notion that UP THROUGH IT WITHIN THE PATHS YET 
that my publisher would state such. So be it would be this difficult from our own ALLOWED-DON’T GET ‘THROWN OUT” 
it, but we must allow time for attending the “side”. Or, did we? So be it. BEFORE YOU CAN EVEN HAVE YOUR 
various court cases of which there are now ATTORNEY RECOGNIZED. Note that even 
at least three going on simultaneously. JACK McLAMB-POLICE ACTION, 
Thank you, readers, for the blessed sup- 

if it is perceived that Saddam is ‘backing 
ETC. 

port shown to Dharma and E.J. as well as 
down”-the news arrangers are finding it 

the LI3ERAToR crew. 
hard to hide facts about the aggression of 

THE PAPER WILL In this paper you will find reprinted, a the U.S. in deliberate incident following 
GO OUT ONE WAY OR ANOTHER! SO copy of an edition of Aid &Abet. It will be incident. You must be heard when and 
SHALL THE JOURNALS BUT WE SHALL interesting enough in its own right-but I where you can. 
I-IAVETO SEE IFAMERICA WEST WISHES urge you, if you are not on the regular 
TO CONTINUE IN THE PRESS. We will mailing list for tapes, that you get the two- COMMANDER JAMES ‘BO” GRIT2 
have to rely even more heavily on you tape set made by Mr. McLamb regarding 
readers and subscribers but you have himself and his program under way. [See We, along with other papers, have given 
proven that you wish the resource and will the advertisementfor The Wod onpage 9 you about as negative outlay of informa- 
allow continued printing of the material. for ordeting information.] They are so im- tion, from adversaries of Gritz, as can be 
The JOURNALS are camera-ready when portant that I have asked The Word to found anywhere this day. You have seen 
they leave this place, so it is only a matter make sure all subscribers to the regular what the ‘Commander” has done-and 
of finding a reasonable ‘press” to print tapes get copies so that you can under- you can see what those split-tongued writ- 
them. We already have several asking for stand the seriousness of the efforts and ers and “claimers” have done-which will 
the job so I believe we would simply have to WHO this man is. I would further ask.that it be, America? 
get ISBN numbers so that the public can the cases referenced in the article be made Everyone seems to have forgotten, also, 
find reference at book-sellers, etc. We shall available for immediate use and recall with that when I suggested you vote for Perot in 
have to wait until we are contacted (I the Constitutional Law Center--citizens order to ‘overwhelm” the ‘fured” election 
suppose) by Mr. Green’s attorney. Mr. must have some recourse while inroads in system-I ALSO SAID TO START CAM- 
Green stated to a worker here that he education regarding the Constitution are PAIGNING FOR BO ON THE FIFTH OF 
would not speak with Mr. Ekker except made to enforcement teams. NOVEMBER FOR THE NEXT ELECTION. 
through his attorney. It is difficult to Some local police departments will al- The campaign fell into disarray and confu- 
understand how these misunderstandings low Vampire Kifter 2000 [Retired distin- sion as ones attacked and rebuked, worked 
can become so unyielding but THIS IS THE guished Police Officer Jaclc McLumb’s book- from false assumptions and typically fell to 
TIME OF THE HARDEST ASSAULTS ON &informing Zawenforcementprufessionals the Adversary’s sickle. Your ‘leader” did 
PATRIOTS AND GODLY PEOPLE OF ALL andconcernedcitizensaboutthetruthofthe not cop-out on ANY ONE-I hope you can 
TIME AND HISTORY. New World Ordet; &LIBERATOR in this say the same about selves. I am herein 

I am asking Mr. Martin to re-evaluate in two instahents over the issues of 12/ going to point out that one of the most evil 
his decision to close completely his 29/92 and l/5/93.] to be left at headquar- intents came in the form of that blackmail 
Tehachapi Distributing company and/or ters-most will NOT. So far ALL Sheriffs articlewrittenbyJ. B. Campbellandpushed 
locate (or relocate) another possible dis- Departments from which there have been by many of the so-called ‘religious” rags. 
tributor in Nevadepreferably Las Vegas, reports-WILL NOT ALLOW IT IN THE Yes indeed, we published it also-and I 
so that businesscan continuetobe handled BUILDING AS “ALL MATERIAL MUST BE asked you to ponder it, think carefully 
through Nevada without interruption. We APPROVED BY COMMAND HEADQUAR- upon it and consider possibilities. Bo Gritz 
will effort to keep all of you current as we TERS.” The State Highway Patrol head- is a %nan~-what expect ye-God? 
move along here for there is a JOURNAL quarters will not allow ANY material to be We got many copies from all over your 
ready to be sent to press thisvery day. We nation--of that article put to press and as read by enforcement officers except that 
have been ignored in our request for an which is picked and approved by State a ‘papef we will always run both sides, 
ISBN number as routinely assigned so will Headquarters and the “National Network” negatives and positives of EVERY INCI- 
hold a day or so until this is resolved or of ‘highway patrol” central. That means DENT, as is possible-for YOU-THE- 
handled as a totally separate operation. ‘national”. PEOPLE must learn to discern the ‘man” 

I have. to tell you that in the assault I would ask, further, E. J., that the infor- and judge the actions. 
upon the PJLEIADES CONNECTION series mation from Mr. Wallace of Neo-Tech be Commander Gritz did not leave his post. 
the opposiug head of the University of pointed out to the CLC for attention. The At the time of election he was sick! He had . Science z~la Philosophy AND the repre- Neo-Tech thrust is totally humanistic in its blanketed the nation without even so much 
I,nting h.,;,rney in Fresno-at the Federal approach but the methods work none-the- as recognition or mention in any media. He 
Court-i~L~ edtheentirecollectionofbooks less. You have a lot to cover and &do” on mostly “flew” his own plane to save time 
md oriainaIs buried at ‘a” major dump- that ‘human* level and you need all the and expenses. He is now accused by 
aut preyerably incinerated (burned), with help you can get in calling up protective former campaign workers of getting a new 
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plane, vacations, etc., from ALLTHE CAM- you the way and remind you of “how to do circumstances are far too critical to handle 
PAIGN FUNDSWHATFUNDS? I, Hatonn, it” and help you see and hear. BUT YOU vour verv existence in such aoverview” 
personally had to prevent the plane from MUST NOT ALLOW A CONSTITUTIONAL inattention. Thank vou. 
running in an instance or so because it CONVENTION BY ANY MEANS NECES- 
needed work and the enemy was waiting to SARY-FOR IFTHE CONVENTION WOULD ** 
crash him to get rid of him. Does this BE HELD-YOUR CONSTITUTION WOULD 
sound like a “vacation” at your expense?? BE LAWFULLY KILLED-DEAD. IT IS NOT EXCERPTS FROM A 
He had to attend Idaho and Weaver, Or- USED BY YOUR GOVERNMENT NOW- RECENT FAX FROM COL, 
egon and Campbell (Maynard)-he even BUT BY UNLAWFUL MEASURES IT HAS 
had to attend “heren and was sick at the BEEN ABANDONED. And please be re- JAMES “BO” GRITZ: 
time the SWAT teams were around the minded, Mr. Perot has declared himself in 
Ekker’s dwelling and I see that he was not favor of a CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 
notified as claimed, in any event. at the earliest-and he will be pushing for 

Does anyone remember the POW/MIA this in his “electronic town halls”. 

ACKNOWLEDGE UR 13 JAN. 
COMMUNICATION 

hearings wherein the Bushwhackers sold As you read this edition of this paper- I understand you have a copy of my 
out the POWs forever? Well, you will never pray for guidance and possibilities and HE Senate POW statement. You probably 
find it in the Congressional “bound” re- WILL HEAR. Then you must come into a won’t find it included as part of the Com- 
port which was released-but Col. Gritz unified brotherhood -not flippant and mittee Report, but every word is true and 
wasordered by Sen. Kerry(POW/MIACom- overtouted “patriot” groups. There is NO sworn to. In the book, Culled To Serve, I 
mittee Chairman) to deposition in Virginia “groupn at all in this place-and “patriot wrote something that many people found 
on November 23,1992! The testimony has groups” are the dead-aim targets for the Time doesn’t change history, confusing: 
been marked “security hold” and no re- very ones who will destroy you. Just the people do.” It is a fact that Americans were 
port and certainly no media mention or C- word ‘patriot” and “Constitutional rights” left to die in the hands of our enemies. 
SPAN hoopla was allowed. Well, GOD will triggersviolence in the enforcement teams- Political pukes have been trying to change 
help when and where He will and AS He LISTEN TO THE TAPES BY McLAMB! You that fact since 1973. I pray those respon- 
will-when intent of petition is toward HIS MUST play this game BETTER than your sible will someday balance the scales of 
service. Herein you will find the orders to enemy or you cannot prevail. justice. I will continue to seek the security 
confirm the deposition [seepage 311 AND a God blesses you and know that with of my brothers until the doors lock me out. 
copy of the Colonel’s statement at the the intent toward FREEDOM and righ- I am sad to believe that they are rapidly 
deposition [stating on page 21. teous reclamation of that which has closing. 

We were presented with a copy from been stolen from you-YOU CAN PRE- I would rather have *mv mouth tied 
another source-which the Colonel has VAILANDTHATPROVERBIAL“FORCE” around the exhaust nine of a bus and be 
since acknowledged and has written to us IS WITH YOU! I WAVE PLEDGED THE dragged all the wav from Sandv Vallev to 
personally regarding same and shared his FULL SUPPORT OF IMP CO-ND AND Washington, D.C. than ever enter another 
intent and activities. We will first print the GROUND CREW 2’0 JAMES GRITZ AND I political arena. I hate nolitics and nolitll 
latter [an informative fhx, immediately fob WOULD HOPE TWAT POU WILL WISHTO cians! But, I am convinced that people 
lowing this wtitirzg]-and then, in full, the COME ABOARD, AT LEAST LONG must have a choice. I don’t want there to 
statement, under oath, at deposition [this ENOUGH TO SEE IF TRUTHAND LIGHT be a single American with justification to 
dynamite document starts onpage 21. Your RESIDE WITHInkALLCANBE CHANGED look into an empty sky and wail, “Why, 
willing leader has not abandoned you- WITHINANY PLANIF CIRCUMSTANCES God, did You bring this terrible tyranny 
have you abandoned him? I know that you OR INTENT CHANGE AND FLOW IN THE down upon us?” We will deserve every- 
have NOT-for you have waited patiently WRONG DIRECTIOlVLBUT YOU NEED thing we either stand or fall for. I don’t like 
while new directions are formulated and STRENGTHIF POUARE 2’0 DO THIS JOB it and I don’t know why, but if we can’t find 
many, many of you ask constantly, “What SO LET US MOVE FROM THE POINT a single patriot, or politician in Idaho will- 
shall we do?” I will tell you readers here WHEREIN LIES THAT STRENGTH IN ing to represent the Constitution without 
and now (although all things with each GREATER MEASURE AND TAKE ONE compromise in the 1994, I will! I pray that 
entity are subject to change with the will of STEP AT A TZME. GOD CAN SEE THE God will relieve me of the task, but people 
the entity) that this is a ‘chosen* man for ROADAHEADAND SEND THE WARNING must beable tochoosetheirdestinywhether 
the leadership of the reclamation of your SIGNALS IN TIME To CORRECT THX it be as slaves or sovereigns. If the citizens 
national status under the Constitution-if COURSE. REMAININMIRA&ED, BE CAU- of Idaho would live free elect someone into 
it can be done, for he will listen to GOD and TIOUS AND ALWAYS QUESTfON IN OR- the Governor’s Office who would mobilize if 
be given to SEE possibilities of action. DER TO GET INFORMATfON-BUT YOU necessary and secure the state against the 
E.T.s and Colonels?? God perish the silly MUST “ACT OR Nmm SHAlJI BE rising tide of globalism, maybe voters in 
thought. “If” there are ‘goodly and Godly ACCOMPLISHED~ THBLIBERATOR WZZL other states would follow suit. If not, so be 
E.T.s”, he will utilize the helpif not, so be NEVER REPRESENT -A GROUP”-IT it. 
it. But, you see, WE COME IN THE SER- REPRESENTS TII&r ‘*VOICE” OF THE Until that decision must be made, I am 
VICE OF HOLY GOD, OUR FATHER. I am PEOPLE ToWeLIBER4TION. WE WILL pressing forward with a series of seminars, 
simply a”HOST” in HIS command-there- AFFILL4TE OUR CREW WITH NO DES- I call SPIKE Training. I have called three 
fore we serve the SAME COMMANDER. IGNATED “OROF BUT WILL SUPPORT membersofmy “Mission Impossible Force” 
You who do not wish to recognize me-it ANYAND ALL FREEDOMSEEKERS AND back into service for this purpose. I plan to 
matters not, for soon enough you will begin GOD INTElV7’IONED ENTITIES. POUCAN run 10 phases everywhere in this nation 
to see that which God is sending unto you ONLY BEAT QEVIL” IN ONE WAY-BE- that people love Liberty enough to defend 
via US. That which will grant you ability to CO- “GODLl?‘f SO BE IT. TRUTH WILL it. Each phase will consist of four two-hour 
make this crossing is being, now, given into SETVOUFREE-BUTPOUMUST‘%NOW” classes. There will be, Self Defense, Gen- 
your use-IF YOU RECOGNIZE IT WHEN WmT IS THAT TRUTHI eral Quarters Readiness, Qmbat Medi- 
PRESENTED. However, if the NEW WORLD I ask that vou give special and full tine and Special Purpose stations. Dick 
ORDER is stopped and your nation re- attention to this edition of the LIBERATOR. Clark, 26 year LAPD combatives chief in- 
claimed-YOU WILL DO IT1 We will show Please do not “skim’ or ‘skin” for vour structor; Navy Seal, Scott Weekly (Doctor 
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Death) and Airborne Ranger, Gary Goldman again assault a family. 
will act as principal instructors. We will Your deceivers say that the %izens ar- 
cover every essential subject from lock rest” was a cover to make it look like I wasn’t 
picking to defensive driving. By the time a CIA/FBI spy. BULL! Where were they 
our SPIKE students have completed the 10 when there was bloodon the mountain? They 
phases they will be more than prepared to say I was insensitive in the way I disclosed 
hold things together during perilous times. Vi&i’s death. I was the one who came down 
Additionally, we have identified and ac- and revealed the fact that she had been shot! 
quired all the best equipment at wholesale. You bet I was worried about crowd reaction. 
SPIKE leaders will be able to purchase There were problems enough with three dead 
necessary tools at savings that will pay for and two wounded without having a blood- 
their training many times over. Classes bath at the police line. I told the truth: Vi&i 
will be limited so that everyone gets per- was dead, Kevin hurt, Randall healed and the 
sonal attention. Politics - I don’t know, girls OK. What would you have said and 
but SPIKE, I do! done? The BS experts you give ink to say that 

The SPIKE training will become part of my Las Vegas trial was phony - let them be 
a program we call SAVING AMERICA. It is indicted and under pre-trial supervision for 
designed to do what “United We Stand” two years! You bet, the Nevada U.S. Attorney 
should, but won’t. Funds will be raised had no jurisdiction to charge me. It should 
through the sale of “Made in USA” prod- have been LA, but the California U.S. pros- 
ucts. The profits will allow local chapters ecutorhadalreadyrefusedtochargeme. The 
to identify and support Constitutional can- onlywaythefedscouldtryandjailme, having 
didates for offices at all levels. This means failed to get indictments in Oklahoma and 
replacing sheriffs who won’t keep the popu- California, was through Maddox and his two- 
lace safe from Federal intrusion; mayor, yearmaneuver. READTHECOURTRECORD: 
city council, commissioners, assembly, I WAS ACQUITTED BY THE JURY! THE 
representatives, senators, and governors. JUDGE, PHILIP PRO SAID: ‘WHILE YOU 
I don’t know whether or not we can SAVE ARE ACQUlTTED, YOU ARE NOT EXONER- 
AMERICA, but people who complete SPIKE ATED.” That is when I got up to speakand he 
training will be well prepared to save their slammed down the gavel with, “You will not 
own. We haven’t started advertising yet, say one word in my court room!” When the 
but already we are booked into Utah, Idaho court room cleared and I went to the elevator, 
and Oregon for SPIKE training and SA two female jurors came to me and said, “Bo 
sessions. you were in our prayers every day!” Two men 

Have you noticed how the really weak approached me who were on the jury and 
and ignorant only attack the brave from said, “Colonel, you go get ‘em!” 
the back and then flee into obscurity- There is something I didnZ tell the media 
until another sneak, without risk of iden- nor the crowd at Ruby Creek. Sunday night 
tification or confrontation, opens up? Is it as I came down, having carried Vicki’s body 
wrong for me to despise those cowards who out and helped Kevin Harris to safety, Gene 
distort Truth through the safety of publica- Glenn told me that FBI intelligence had un- . . 
tion without identifying themselves? 
Yellowbellies using your publication and 
unsigned circulars continue their mali- 
cious efforts to separate me from the pa- 
triot movement. They distort information 
supplied by me to make it appear that I am 
a public enemy. For example, you carried 
a lengthy #quote” from an unidentified 
source who stated that I was wearing a 
body wire the entire time I was briefing the 
vigil and media during the Weaver siege. 
Absolute crap! What anal orifice the au- 
thor must be. Why didn’t anyone bother to 
ask me? I was the one who told the crowd 
the FBI required me to carry a bug. It was 
the only way they would let me go into the 
cabin and out of their vision. It was either 
that, or they would have removed me from 
the hill and dealt with Weaver in their own 
way. I had a calling. It wasn’t from 
Washington, D.C. I was called by God to 
get Weavers out safely. The wire came off 
as soon as I came back out in the open. 
Nothing was said that would prejudice 
Weaver. Conversely, I made certain the 
conversation was favorable. I believe we 
converted many of the FBI who will never 

covered an assassination plot to shoot me as 
I came through the police line that night. He 
said the skinheads had moved the women 
and children away from the entrance and 
planned to gun me down as I walked out. 
Glenn said’it was a highly reliable report and 
that I could either stay with the FBI in the 
headquarters camp, or they would move me 
by secure means whereever I wanted to go. I 
asked the major in charge of the Idaho State 
Police if he would send a unit to check with 
the Swiss owner of the place we were staying. 
He refused, saying, “It’s to dapgerous. I won’t 
expose my men under-these cinxmstances.” 
I asked if he would just send a car-to drive by 
and see if things looked normal. He would, 
not. Hiswimpyattitudemademe somadthat 
I stormed down the hill and into the crowd 
alone. Obviously, if anyone did shoot at me, 
they missed! Many people were mad that the 
Weavers didn’t end up as charred remains. 
They wanted martyrs to fuel their already 
foaming hatred of others. 

Let’s get a few other minor dents straight- 
ened out: I was raised in pentecostal churches 
- not Mormon. My family joined the LDS 
Church in 1984. Until then I had little idea 
what Mormons believed in or practiced. Be- 
fore you continue running fabrications in 
your publication, I suggest you read in con- 
text the book, Called To Serve, it is an accu- 
rate account of major events in my life. Call 
Lamond Mills (Las Vegas) if you doubt that 
Perot was willing to test@ at my trial. The 
entire mention of George Brooksand extorted 
POW money is a lie! Your writer knows 
absolutely nothing about Special Operations 
Detachments B-52 or B-36. In my book I 
disdain the CIA assassins that operated not 
in these cross-border units, but the Phoenix 
Program. It is amazing to me how people who 
have not one second experience in Special 
Forces suddenly become over-night experts. 
READ THE BOOK TO FIND OUT ABOUT 
SPECIAL FORCES1 

I pray that I will not lose faith with the real 
people of our nation just because of the 
excrement that spoils the appearance of our 
movement. 

Unity - Someday. I support you in as - 
much as you present the Truth without 
compromise. There is enough smoke and 
mirrors in the establishment media and 
throughout the patriot movement. I hope all 
that you cause to be printed will be in the 
interest of accuracy. Cod Be with You in 
moments of genuine gallantry. 

- (signed) Bo 

* * * 

Having seen some of their trash yoube (Editor’s note: Now go read Bo’spower- 
elected to print, I can understand why police jkl POW/ MIA statement, starting on page 2, 
harbor brutal attitudes against the patriot and then Jack McL.amb’s report, starting on 
movement. They are conditioned by a few real page 19.) 
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scumbags to believe that Constitutional people 
are all garbage. LET IT BE CLEAR THAT I 
DON’TCAREWHATYOURCOLOR, CREED, 
SEX, AGE, MARITAL STATUS, HEIGHT, 
WEIGHT, EDUCATION, EYE OR HAIR 
COLOR, GENEALOGY, PLACE AND DATE 
OF BIRTH, ET AL,IS: IF YOU ARE AX 
AMERICANANDYOUWANTTOLIVEFREE, 
I AM YOUR BROTHER! I know black people 
that not one of the white detractors I’ve met 
could measure up to. Loh Theraphant was 
born in Hanoi, yet to me and the LAZARUS 
Team, no finer human being ever walked the 
Earth. Ite served in every quadrant of the 
globe. I”ve been privileged to know and work 
with super people of all colors and creeds, 
shapes and sizes. I JUDGE A PERSON BY 
THEIR ACTION AND INTENT. I THINK IT 
ISVILEFORANYONETOJUDGEGENERI- 
CALLY. IAMFORALLTRUEAMERICANS. 
I AM AGAINST ANY WHO WOULD DENY 
ANOTHER AMERICAN EQUALITY WHO 
HAD NO MALICE. I don’t believe ALL Jews 
are bad just like I know all Anglo-Christians 
aren’t good! 
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When The Shuttle Goes Up 
Much Mischief Comes Down 

l/ 16/93 SOLTEC 

Good evening, Soltec present in the 
Light of Holy God. We come to write this 
day with many events having transpired 
in the past several days of your time. 
With another shuttle mission having been 
launched just a few days ago, there seems 
to be much mischief afoot again. There 
have once again been attacks against 
this scribe’s residence. Just this very 
morning there was experienced a blast. 
First there was the sound of an explo- 
sion, followed almost immediately by the 
entire house shuddering and shaking. It 
was not an earthquake, as no one else 
experienced same, The shielding was 
sufficient to the extent that there was no 
damage to either dwelling or persons 
inside, though it was very disconcerting 
to this one. It is quite obvious to her now 
that her participation in this mission is 
very serious and not one to be taken 
lightly, as there are those about who 
would do her and her’s harm. Two eve- 
nings past, there was, witnessed by sev- 
eral people, what appeared to be “green” 
lightning flashes in the area, which of 
course was not lightning of natural 
causes; rather it was blasts directed at 
this one. The opportunity has been given 
for her to cease her participation but, 
rather than stop, she has made the deci- 
sion to fight on as this has, in her words, 
“gotten her dander up!” 

Our goal is not to bring harm to any- 
one in any way, but hardly is there ever 
anything won of any worth that was 
taken without some kind of battle. In 
most cases, it becomes a matter of sheer 
determination and stubbornness, of go- 
ing on in spite of, or because of, the 
obstacles set in the path. Scribing or 
speaking or receiving of our messages is 
a dangerous job for the physical expres- 
sion and we know that those who have 
come into this service openly and know- 
ingly are very often on the front lines of 
fire. Yet, each was given the options of 
serving or not serving-we never shove 
anything off on anyone. When service is 
given in the purest manner-that is, 
serving without expectation of reward or 
renown, protection is offered to each of 
those who serve. The protection is never 
a forgone conclusion, for it must be re- 

quested by each one. When the request into the oceanona seat ofmud. Either 
is sincere and the one requesting is ask- way, you can see that it is an ex- 
ing in the pureness of heart, then that tremely criffcal situation that you 
protection is given without reservation. are experiencing, and it gives your 
THE KEY IS IN THE ASKING. governor the opportunity to call FEMA 

It has been a very busy several days, into action. 
indeed. You have experienced earth- The rains are causing dams and 
quakes in California (the San Francisco bridges to collapse, rivers to overflow 
area) and Japan, and a volcano eruption and ground water to be contaminated 
in Colombia, South America. Plus, you yet further, due to all the garbage. and 
are still receiving torrential rains in Cali- poisonous substances that are being 
fornia and Arizona, so much so that swept downstream by the flooding. In 
states of emergency have been declared some cases, the floodwaters are so pow- 
in both places. There was a tornado in erful that their force has caused natural 
Buena Park, California and tornado warn- gas lines to rupture, releasing yet more 
ings were issued in Florida. And, let us poison into the environment. So, you 
not forget the heavy snowstorms that are see, it is notjust the problem of too much 
blasting the northern regions of Utah water. The effects are multi-fold and 
and Colorado and the mountains of Cali- long-term, I fear. 
fornia. The earthquake experienced in Japan 

The storms that have been coming in on Friday, January 15th was situated on 
from the West Coast are being referred to one of the northern islands. It was 
on The Weather Channel as ‘impulses”. reported as being 7.5 on your scales and 
With the little dirty tricks that are being caused considerable property damage, 
played on you from space, the term im- several injuries and, I believe, the num- 
pulses carries with it some very interest- ber is now two dead. Japan is a hotbed 
ing implications, wouldn’t you say? Are of geologic activity because of its posi- 
they again telling you, without telling tion -that being part of the Circum-Pa- 
you, what is actually going on? Remem- cific Mobile Belt, also known as the Pa- 
ber, Chelas, pride always precedes the cific Ring of Fire. Japan is a series of 
fall. In this case, the Elite are so proud islands which are actually exposed parts 
of their accomplishments that their pride of mountains that rise abruptly from the 
is allowing them to make subtle little ocean floor. Some rise from the extreme 
slips, in hopes that you will recognize depths of the Japan Trench, to the east 
what is happening. They cannot help of the islands, to more than 34,000 feet. 
but brag a little now and then about Mostly, Japan is hilly or mountainous, 
what they are doing to you. Impulses, or with several hundred of its mountain 
pulses, are exactly what you are experi- peaks rising to above 6,500 feet above 
encing. You did not really think that all sea level. Flat lands, or plains, account 
this nasty weather was totally natural, for only about one-tenth of the total area 
now did you? If you have been following and are mainly along the coast. There 
any of the messages from the Host, then are 192 known volcanoes in Japan, with 
you know that you are experiencing some 50 considered to be active. Mount 
pulses continually and they are stirring Fujiyama is, of course; the most famous 
up a whole nest of hornets for you ones! of these. Though earthquakes are very 

The mins that you haue been expe- frequent in Japan, in the past few have 
riencLng have reached the critical been of serious magnitude. Yet,. the 
ZeueZ, as the ground is ZMeraZZy soaked more recent activity there is causing 
6eyorttl ctrpabizity ofsatwution, so it scientists to re-evaluate their studies. 
sits upon the sueace creating mud, As the rest of the Pacific Rim becomes 
In Caltfornia, this mud is beginnhg more active, Japan is especially vulner- 
to moue and now you huue the famous able to increased seismic and volcanic 
California mud slides. It is becoming activity. Should a serious, earthquake, 
somewhat of ajoke as to whether you such as the one experienced two days 
will far2 into the ocean from earth- ago, strike a city like Tokyo, the destruc- 
quakes, :or if you will jti slide off tion, injuries and death rates would have 
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multiplied a thousand fold. The over- trol of the deadly “invaders” such as wars everywhere, famine and plagues, 
crowding of Tokyo. causes it to be a po- viruses of AIDS, Hepatitis B and Tuber- earthquakes and more. And you are 
tential deathtrap should such a disaster culosis, just as the American Cancer delivered up because you dare to bring 
happen there. The potential is very high Society is in CONTROL of Cancer. forth The Truth in the face of personal 
for just such an event. Yes, dear ones, it has again been a danger and attack. You are hated of all 

The earthquake experienced in Cali- very busy week on your planet and each nations for you bring forth The Truth 
fornia last evening was officially reported one approaching holds the promise of which unbinds the shackles of the bond- 
as being 5.1 by your measurements. yet more to come as the Elite get into full age of slavery. You dare to bring forth 
[Editor’s note: It was reported “officially” swing for their Countdown to 2000. You The Light in a world of darkness. You 
as a 5.1 by the U.S. Geologic Survey in are again bombing and going to war in bring forth The Truth of that which is 
Menlo Park, CA and as a 5.7 by the Iraq, you are in a battle in Somalia and going on behind the backs of all the 
competing Berkeley Seismic Institute, you grow ever closer to getting involved people everywhere-you are bringing all 
whichmeasures theshakingthe way Rich- in Bosnia. Your current,yet short-timer, the skeletons out of the closets and ex- 
ter otiginaZZy did his measurements in President Bush has told you that it is all posing that which goes on in the darkest 
the 1930s. The larger measurement num- being done under the flag of the United reaches. And, though it may seem that 
beralready meansa quake of more than Nations, your new world government. you are but going in endless circles, 
five times the intensity of the lower num- Remember what Emmanuel spoke that know that you are succeeding. You may 
ber. Wouldn’t you be the least bit sur- was to come during these times: lose a battle or two, but we shall win the 
prised if “professionals” couldn’t distin- war. Our weapons are not guns and 
guish or had to argue over whether you uTake heed that no man decetve knives, but THE TRUTHand THELIGHT 
were traveling at 20 MPH or 100 MPH?!] you. For many shaZI come in My of HOLY GOD. Theseweapons are much 
However, it was felt for hundreds of miles name, say+g, I am Christ and shaZ2 more powerful than any military weapon 
away from the actual event center, which deceive many. And you shaZ2 hear of that can be used, for these are the weap- 
was at Gilroy, California [ 80 miles south wars and rumors of wars; see that you ons of God, and nothing is greater than 
of San Francisco, claiming to be the uGar- be not troubled: for all these things God. 
lit Capital” of the world, and close to the must come to pass, but the end is not Hold tight to The Truth in these days, 
critical area where the East Bay - yet. For nation shall rise against children, for only with Truth shall there 
Calaveras and Hayward - Faults inter- nation and kingdom against king- ever be true and lasting freedom. Though 
sect the San Andreas Fat&]. This quake dom, and there wiZZ be famines and it be difficult and trying, this Truth shall 
was on the Calaveras Fault, which lies to plagues and earthquakes in diverse stand forever and it is your strength and 
the east of the San Andreas and Hayward places. But these are onZy the begin- the weapon that your enemy fears most. 
Faults, and runs north to Napa, south to nfngs of the throes. Then wi22 they You see, Truth is the only weapon that 
Hollister. The fact that the shaking was deliver you up to be afflicted and ~322 can destroy this enemy. Ponder on this, 
felt so far away from the actual seismic kiZZ you and you wiZZ be hated by a22 please. 
event is an indication that it was again a the nations for My sake. And then On that note, we shall bring this writ- 
very deep quake, so the estimate of its shaZ2 many be offended and shall ing to a close. It is an honorable service 
magnitude should be pushed upward to betray one another and shall hate which you have chosen and we are proud 
at least a 7 or greater. I can only tell you one another. And many fa&e proph- to serve with you ones who walk the 
that it is merely more of the same of that etsshaZZriseandshaZZdeceiuemany.n rocky path daily. I shall leave you this 
which has been occurring in your place. day with the blessings of Holy God and 

The volcanic eruption in Colombia Chelas, you are in that time of which the Host of Heaven. 
took the lives of six of your scientists, was spoken of nearly two thousand years Soltec to clear. 
who were in the crater doing studies on ago of your time counting. You do have Salu. 
volcanoes at the time of the eruption. 
This volcano poured out tons of steam 
and ash for miles around the crater 
itself. Of course, in the past few years 
there have been several volcanic erup- 
tions in this part of the world, and it 
leads one to ask what in the world these 
scientists were doing down inside the 
crater of this volcano. With the recent 
history of seismic and volcanic activity 
in this area, it was indeed a foolish 
venture in the first place; Due to the fact 
that your shuttle is in orbit again, and 
again you have had earthquakes, strange 
weather and a volcanic eruption, you 
should be able to reach your own conclu- 
sions about what the causes be. 

As a side note, it was observed by this 
scribe on the evening non-news that the 
Centers for Disease Control made a state- 
ment that new AIDS cases would be on 
the decline this year. She asked how 
they could know this. Their name should 
be all the answer needed, child-Centers 
for Disease CONTROL. They are in con- 

Nevada Corporations 
TRUSTS VS CORPORATIONS Some of these specifics are: cost, public 

exposure, privacy, use-of entity, and tax 
Time and time again we are asked position. There are, however, some situ- 

whether a trust or a corporation is the ations where a combination of trusts 
best form of ownership. From one end of and corporations work well together. 
the country to the other, I have heard From a non-professional perspective, 
why one is better than the other. We are corporations are generally much more 
professionals in the world of corpora- accepted and understood. Unlike trusts, 
tions and not in the world of trusts, so there are very few different types of cor- 
with that in mind, we will share with you porations. When setting up a corpora- 
some of the understanding that we have tion, you are confronted with “Profit or 
gained in our exposure to both. Non-Profit” and “C-Corp. or S-Corp.” 

When deciding whether to work with When looking at trusts, it can become 
a trust or a corporation, one needs to quite confusing deciding which type is 
consider carefully all of the given specif- best for your situation. There are Living 
its of the situation that one is consider- Trusts, Common Law Trusts, A-B Trusts, 
ing using the trust or corporation for. Grantor 8& Non-Grantor Trusts, Statu- 
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tory and Non-Statutory Trusts, Irrevo- with trusts and corporations, there are 
cable and Revocable Trusts, Business benefits to layering assets with multiple 
Trusts - also called Unincorporated trusts and corporations where owner- 
Business Organizations (UBOs), the list ship of an asset is meant to be obscured. 
goes on and on. From this perspective It is my opinion that trusts do have their 
alone, you can see how there is much place. Trust are less expensive to create 
more to be aware ofwhen workingwith a and maintain. Trusts, unlike corpora- 
trust. It is very important to work with tions, don’t have to pay the state for their 
an experienced individual when creating existence. So, if you know how to set up 
a trust. a trust, or can find someone who is not 

One of the most serious concerns that going to overcharge you, trusts can be 
we have about either form of ownership very inexpensive. I have found, however, 
is, how they are viewed by the courts. that most promoters of trusts overcharge 
Clearly, corporations are better under- for their services and their trust pack- 
stood by the courts than trusts, but this ages. 
does not necessarily mean they are bet- Because of the courts’ past decisions 
ter. One of the most alarming articles allowing creditors and the IRS access to 
that I’ve read regarding the asset protec- trusts, we would advise not using trusts 
tion strength of today’s more popular except in specific situations, and cer- 
trusts, was written in the Low Profile tainly not by themselves. We have not 
newsletter for October. This article, titled run into a case yet where a properly run 
3ome Trusts Can’t Be Trusted”, went Nevada Corporation has been broken 
into the recent boom of trust promoters into by the courts. This does not mean 
around the country. The trusts that are that this will be the case in the future. 
most commonly sold by these promoters But, with so many large corporations in 
are called: Common Law, Massachusetts this country in operation and success- 
Business Trusts, UBOs, Pure, Equity, fully separating the liability of a corpora- 
and Family Preservation Trusts. tion and its owner(s), the odds are that 

The article states that “Promoters of corporations will maintain their strength 
such trusts misrepresent the law and into the future. 
conceal that courts have consistently 
ruled that such trusts were shams lack- FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
ing in economic substance and invalid NEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL COR- 
for tax purposes.” This last statement, PORATE ADVlSORS CORPORATIOnrAT 
about trusts being invalid for tax pur- (702) 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 
poses, caught my attention because so 28 10 W. CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G- 
many patriots today use these trusts to 6723, LAS VEGAS, NV 89 102. ASK FOR 
protect their assets when taking a stand CORT CHRISTIE. FOR GENERAL BACK- 
against taxation. Because these trusts GROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
are used commonly by tax protestors VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS 
and the untaxed, I fear for their future. AND THE TRUTH BEHIND OUR MOD- 
The article went on to say, “The courts ERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE 
have repeatedly ruled that these trusts PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECO- 
provide absolutely no liability protection NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A 
against the claims of personal creditors FISHBOWL (#lo), AND YOU CAN SLAY 
or the IRS.” THE DRAGON (#16). [See the backpage 

With this in mind, let’s continue on. of this newspaper for ordering informa- 
Once an individual becomes experienced tion]. 

‘T”“WKZP IMAGE by Ace Backwords mq1 

Is Hillary ak 
our president-elect? 

Your extensive coverage - 
Viewpoint - of all the great new 
changes we can expect when 
Presidenkkt Hillary takes office 
next month finally ezplains why we 
have seen FYesidentelect Bill 
spending so much time running. It’s 
no mystery now what he’s running 
from ! 

C.P. PElAR!?m 
Wofford Height2 
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WHAT IS BEING SAID ABOUT THE 
“PUNISHMENT” BEING THRUST 

UPON THE U.S. THROUGH DISEASE, 
WEATHER DISASTERS, ETC. 

“GOD IS PUNISHING ISRAEL”, is what 
is being said around your world, America, 
and you have arrived at the status, United 
States of America, as being the MOST 
HATED NATION ON THE GLOBE! 

WHAT WILL BE FOUND 
IN. BAGHDAD? 

In every happening these days you have 
“the surface or what appears to be” the 
cause which is generally a lie, as stated, 
and the REAL thing which is both “cause” 
and Elite secret operations. 

Now, let us use as example the bomb (or 
missile [Tomahawk]) fragment with ID num- 
bers, found outside the hotel in Baghdad. 
THAT fragment holds the whole story and 

News Watch: 
East 
Over 

Cauldron 
he Top 

siles that continue to bomb women, chil- separate all patriots from that which is 
dren and hit ‘bedroom” areas? Indeed, taking place before your eyes. The plan of 
shame is upon America this day. the Zionist Elite One World Tyranny is 

falling into perfect finalization. READ THE 
CLINTON vs BUSH PROTOCOLS! 

The nation called the United States is 
It isn’t Clinton vs. anything or anybody. run by the Zionist “Jewish” lawyers and if 

The men in POWER are the same group you cannot see it, you are truly as blind as 
only with stronger lead-dogs in the a salamander in the deepest cave on the 
operator’s seat. globe. 

Do you NOT SEE, AMERICA, THATYOU 
ARE HAVING A PUPPET CORONATION- 
NOT AN INAUGURATION OF A “SER- 
VANT”? Right down to the trumpets blast- 
ing as the puppets take the stage! Does it 
not remind you of Caesar coming to the 
Forum with cheering crowds, a war in 
progress with humans being blasted to bits 
and pieces, your army off in distant lands 
maintaining “nothing” in places where 
you cannot know anything about it? 

PEROT 

For goodness sakes, don’t give me the 
you will likely NEVER know its train of old “Well, maybewe should have put PEROT 
origin-it CAME DIRECTLY FROM ISRAEL!! in power.” The point was NEVER to PUT 
What will YOU be told? Oh, something like PEROT IN POWER when I suggested you 
Saddam had it placed there in the crater, vote for him. I told you what Perot is-he 
etc. Also, you will find that it is “most isjustanother”internationalist” Elite CFR 
unusual” to find an identifying piece of brother and close, close friend of Rockefeller. 
fragment that “just happens” to have ALL It was to OVERWHELM the fixed election 
identifying information from manufacturer computers! The man, for the devil’s sake, 
(in Florida, USA) to numbers which iden- wants to push and demand a CONSTITU- 
tify the trail of the entity. Now, just WHO TIONAL CONVENTION and SAYS SO! In 
do you REALLY think tossed that “thing” his nice little Texas Two-Step dance across 
into the crater outside that hotel? THAT is your dreams-he can cause you to demand 
a MEDIA HOTEL. You could not get such a thing and cast your nation and 
media coverage of the “thing” other- freedom to the dogs in one act of ignorance! 
wise! That was NO ACCIDENTAL BOMB- 
ING and you better go right to your ANYTHING TO INCITE RIOTS 
MOSSAD/CIA/KGB. Saddamamadman? AND TROUBLE 
Saddam may well be the only sane operator 
in the whole bunch. Moreover, the Anything and everything is being done 
“nuclear” plant that was supposedly the in Government and by Government to in- 
“target” is NOT. Further, how can you cite irreversible civil war. All actions are 
again have “surgically precisioned” mis- taken to insult and degrade freedom and 

Your Constitution (your book of rules 
for FREEDOM) can be written on one page 
of paper with a second sheet for the Bill of 
Rights Amendment-and not one court 
left in your land utilizes those laws and not 
one person in 3 million even KNOWS what 
is in that document and can back up a case 
with that information-actually, not one in 
3 million can even “recite” the document 
correctly after memorizing it. 

LIES AND HALF-TRUTHS 

Don’t accuse me, friends, of lies and 
half-truths about anything for if you can’t 
even recite and understand your own Con- 
stitution and LAWS FOR FREEDOM then 
you don’t have any information valid enough 
to accuse me of anything!! If you read that 
which I bring as well as you study your 
Constitution and Laws-you DONTKNOW 
ANYTHING ABOUT ANYTHING, IN ACTU- 
ALITY-ESPECIALLY THE TRUTH OF 
HEAVEN AND GOD! 

It appears we will simply have to pen 
some more JOURNALS and remind you 
again of who you are and WHO “THEY” 
ARE. Your enemies are as near as Pat 
Robertson, the evangelist, and Alan 
Dershowitz, the lawyer who is first into 
every legal fray, Jerry Falwell, who claims 
to “be a Zionist and proud of it” and so on. 
These also lie to you because they don’t 
give a damn about religion as touted or 
“Zionism” as properly defined-they are the 
power-hungry would-be-kings who plan to 
rule your world and hold ALL PROPERTY. 
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UNITED STATES OF AhERICA 

Notice of 
Seaa tc Deposition 

TO 
Lt. Col. Jamcr Gritz 

--c---a--.-* . . . . -...-.-.I--..-.* .-.-.. -.---I..--* .--.-.-_-.--. _---_-- ----_.-*._.----I.---.------ 

Box 472, HCR 31 ---a”- --. .- m-M..-.-.- -..*.- . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . I._... . .._..---.--.I-..---..-.----- P-e...----. 

Sandy Valley, Nevada 89019 
-__-----1---.---...-.----.- -.------- . . . . ---..-.-- . . . . ----.-.-*..-, 4Bttt tillg : 

@Ita%t take notice that at ,X!!QR _...__ o’clock A.m., on Nov!5@.L?? --.-., 19.!?... 

on JYQUMtiL,,-- s-s--- of the Senate of the United States. wilt- 

take your deposition 011 oral e;rcrmination concerning what you may know rctatioc fo the subject 

matters clndrr considctation by saidS.!&$.~ committee. The deposition &l be taken brfotc u 

notary pubtic. ot brforf tome other officer authorized by local law to administer oaths: it:&1 

be taken pursuant to the Selcs.tconrmittce’r rultr. a copy of which are attached. 

6ibtIt under my hand, by authority vested in me by 

the Se1 eCc6mmittee, on 
November 18 

-, 

GJO : i* - 84- 
w 

ect Coumittee on POW/ Affairs 
( 

=. 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
Dear Readers, 

The Constitutional Law Center 
wishes to thank all of you for your 
support and prayers. It is because 
of your dedication toward preserv- 
ing the Constitutional rights of 
everyone that we continue to be- 
come increasingly effective. 

Currently, we are seeking ex- 
perts in Constitutional Law, as 
well as other areas of law, to assist 
us with the tremendous research 
that we must develop. This re- 
search can be done in your area 
and forwarded to us via fax or 
mail. 

We are especially in need of the 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- 
barred or retired attorneys and are 
desirous of establishing contact 
with those who are naturally 
“drawn” to the study and practice 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. 

We urge you to contact us if you, 
or someone you know, are avail- 
able to perform such research for 
the Constitutional Law Center. 

And again, we thank you for your 
t-emendous support. 

Sincerely, 
Gene Dixon, Director 
Constitutional Law Center 
916-485-7901. 

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 
NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 
TO ASSISI’ MAN TO BECOME 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 
CEF’I’IONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A 
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10 
EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FIS’HBOWL 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 

THE PHOENIX LBERATOR 

PHONE LINE 

805-822-0202 

Announcing a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
Today’s Watch phone 
line will carry news and 
c 0 m m e n t s 
fromCommander 
Hatonn’s writings. This 
is our way of keeping 
you informed about 
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 
rings if there are any new 
messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way dai/y callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM PacificTime. 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. ,THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 

46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTI’ERY 
57.GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
2000, DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE PAN INTO THE 
PIT OF FIRE 
59. REALITY ALSO HAS A 
DRUM-BEAT 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & II 
(BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES III & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 

FOR INFORMA’I’IOI’I ABOUT 
ANY JOURNALS OR BOOKS 

\ 

MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 

America West PubZishers, 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 

a Nevada corporation 

UPS-$.?. 75 1 st title, $. 75 ea addI 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 89702 

1-800-729-4131 
or 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
l-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard. VISA. Discover) 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM m RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

B00kmte-$2.50 1 st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

priority&h40 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

ArAsKA BHAWAU 
Bookmt&.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add’l 

Primity-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

VPS2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $l.OOeaadd’l 

CAhUDA&NEXZCO 

5urf~.00 1st title, $1.50 ea adds 

Airbook-$rl.SO 1st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

IWREIffN 

Sxqf@.OO 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1 

Airbook-$8.00 Per title estimate 

Please allow 5-8 weeks for deliuety 

THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Subscription Rates 

THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR 
is published by 

THE PHOENIX LlBERATOR,Iuc. 

2810 W Charleston Blvd. Sk G6723 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone to 
l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionratesare: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for 
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); 
$80 (Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 
Ouantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental US. Alaska, HI., Canada, 
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: l-10 copies 
$1.5Oeach; ll-5Ocopies$15.00;51-100 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, post- 
paid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, 
Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please 
callorwriteforacklitionalshippingcbarges. 

Copvright Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encour@ed, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity remain absolutely un- 
changed. For commercial purposes, re- 
production is strictly forbidden until per- 
mission is granted in writing from THE 
PHOENLY LIBERA TOR. INC. 
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